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present taking obser- which challenges were not allowed slate would ask that the
Moriarity Couple Are Quietly Married Angeles. The route probably will fol- the population.
Universal
treaties of
challenge
Leased
(Bv Special
Wire to New Mexican)
low one of the railroad routes between arbitration for such
vations In that city. A permanent where Jurors had declared they had be disallowed.
In Ancient City Where They
..
countries are of
,
Kansas City, Oct. 13. While UnitLos
San
end
Texas.
Will
Angeles
longitudinal base of cement has been formed an opinion.
Make
Antonio,
Their
Home.
the highest
Defendant Needs Protection.
as probably
ed States Senator James A. Reed was
built in Cleveland square, which at A battle of precedent cases between
From San Antonio to New York he furnishing a importance
means by which all may
"The common law," he declared, making an
for
the
State
covered
argument
a
Is
will
frame
Leased
his
by
course as nearly as possi- be induced ultimately to reduce their
present
Wire to New Mexlcan
lay
(Bv Special
shanty the attorneys ensued, Judge Bordwell "would not allow such
afand from which the observations are declaring he would welcome extensive fords the defendant jurors andAnd in the hearing of Dr. B. C. Hyde,
Hampton Wallace and Miss Ethel ble in a straight line.
armaments, when it shall become approtection.
with
murder
the
charged
of
Colonel
A longitudinal base was es- argument on the
made
Huston, both of Moriarity, northern
he needs it, if any defendant ever Thomas H.
subject
parent that arbitration is a real and
Swope today, the physi- Torrance county, were married last INDIANS TO BE MADE
tablished when that city was a miliDarrow Get Excited.
did in the state of California." Mr. cian
practical substitute for war.
a
uttering
In
toward
threat,
sprang
Another
this
eswas
reservation.
will
make
city.
night
Los
tary
SCIENTIFIC FARMERS..!
They
Angeles, Calif., Oct. 13. "Nel- Darrow also added that the case of the senator.
I would not therefore minimize the
Mrs. Hyde pulled him Santa Fe their home as Mr. Wallace
tablished In 1892, but of late years, son has a prejudice against labor bias instanced in the state
of such treaties in the ulimportance
back
supreme
Into
his
and
seat
the
has
use
extaken
no base for government
has
hearing
charge of Closson's livery (B" Special reased wire to New Mexican) timate cause of peace; but I wish
unions," said Mr. Darrow. "then he court decisions was "weak as dishproceeded.
business and Mrs. Wallace is a stenoColumbus, Ohio, Oct, 13. Plans to
isted there.
Longitudes from one has a fixed opinion which could not be water" compared with the
point Out that at present wars
attitude
Senator Reed had referred scath- grapher at Republican
.established base are established by removed except by strong evidence. of venireman Nelson.
headquarters. were set afoot by the First Congress chiefly arise, not between
to
Dr.
ingly
Hyde and slightingly to
The wedding ceremony was inform- of American Indians here
Any human being can see by his anfor
Court here took a recess at 12:10 Mrs. Hyde when
nations having well, armed, well- the accused man lost al and was attended only by a few training the men of this racetoday
swers that be has studied the case. o'clock until 2 p. m.
(Continued on Page Five.)
into the
control of himself.
intimate friends of the couple.
scientific methods of agriculture.
(Continue! on page seven.)
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The Little Store

FOf

AFTER

cia, Torrance county, succeeding
len F. Barrett as editor.

TEARS

Al-
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III

YOU NEED

IS

A

CASCARET TONIGHT
Sheep Sale.
F. Valdes of Corona, Lincoln county
sold to D. A. Crow of Tulia, Texas, No Sick Headache, Bilious Stomach,
Xo one who is not well nourished 3,000 head of sheep which will
be
Coat-- d Tongue or Constipated
That is why trailed from the Lincoln county pascan be good natured.
Bowels by Morning.
tures by Crow to Texas.
dyspeptics are always irritable.
We Guarantee
But stomach trouble can be cured
Everyth in
Turn the rascals out the headache,
in nearly all cases, even after years
Porter Exonerated for Killing.
the
biliousness, the indigestion, the
Mrs. Sarah C. Ammons,
of suffering.
James W Dawson has been exone- sick, sour stomach and foul
Good to Eat and
Everything
gases
Camden, S. C, says: "I suffered from rated by the Kddy county grand jury turn
them out tonight and keep them
nervous dyspepsia for forty years and for the killing of another negro who
out with Cascarets.
Under thisS rand feared I would never get over it It had disrupted his home
Drink
Millions of men and women take a
I
time.
me
in
the
all
misery
kept
Cascaret now and then and never
could not j
run
down,
vas
Feet.
terribly
Cut
Scythe
to be as
know the misery caused by a lazy
Under
sleep thought my health was ruined.
jacoD tooidds steppea in hum oi
"Last spring I began taking Vino! a slide feed cutter at Elida, Roose- liver clogged bowels or an upset stom
ach.
I soon began velt
'and it has no equal.
Represented
county, the scythe striking his
Solitaire Brand
Don't put in another day of distress,
to improve and now I am a well wo legs four inches above the ankle and
Let Cascarets cleanse and regulate
man again for the first time in forty inflicting an ugly wound.
your stomach; remove the sour, undiMy appetite is good, I sleep
years.
gested and fermenting food and that
well and have no stomach trouble at
Water.
gas; take the excess
all.
These are the plain facts."
Two mares belonging to C. L. KelTake our word for it, when you
milcB enst. of Roswell. were bile from your liver and carry out of
are weak and run down, cannot eat . ' .
in th shallow water the system all the decomposed waste
or sleep, vmol is wnat yon neeu ior of an
How they matter and poison in the intestines
lrrigation ditcb
,it will build you up and make you
their death in such shallow Is and bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight will surely
strong. We guarantee Vmol to please gtm unexpiainU,
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corner Plaza,
straighten- you out by morning. They
your money uacis. u u uues uui. mo
work while you sleep. A
box
TICKET8 WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
WE GIVE REGISTER
Bitten by a Centipede.
from any drug store means a clear
Deputy Assessor Dennis J. Mooney
COLUMBUS.
at Silver City, was bitten by a cent head and cheerfulness for months.
(Joaquin Miller).
.His arm began to swell. and Children love to take Cascarets be
pede.
cause they taste good never gripe or
(Yesterday was Columbus Day).
medical attention was necessary.
Behind him lay the grey Azores,
sicken.
Behind the Gates of Hercules;
Invented French Heels.
Before him not the ghost of shores,
tences for vagrancy, and James Allen,
known
Robert Ewing Smiley,
Before him only shoreless seas.
for arrested on the same charge Is still to
ot French heels
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
the
inventor
The good mate said: "Now we must women's shoes, is dead at the age be tried. Albuquerque Herald.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
pray,
of 100 years.
Smiley was born in
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
For lo! The very stars are gone, St. Sylvester, Quebec, Canada.
He
High Water Stops Work.
Speak, Admiral, what shall I say?" came to the United states wnen ne
The
on!
and
high water in the Rio Grande
sail
on!
'Sail
"What say,
was 21.
on Thursday and Saturday
Delicious Cream
has stopped work on the big flume at
on!"
the Elephant Buttes, Sierra county.
j
Setting Out Trees.
The water tore away the embankment
"My men grow mutinous day by day ;
Forest Planting Assistant Swenson, that protected the flume and flowed
Phone, 191 Black.
My men grow ghastly wan and
The water flowed around
having completed setting out forty over it.
weak."
on the slopes of both ends of the two coffer dams
The stout mate thought of home; a acres of transplants
Willow Creek, will leave within the and at the lower coffer dam cut con
spray
for Nebraska Univer siderable of a channel.
Of salt wave washed his swarthy next few days
he will take up a postsity, where
cheek.
J
u..-u- ...T na TTtoran lirtj
i
auuaio
Damaged Livery Rig.
'What shall I say, brave Admiral,
Some time ago, M. L. Cooley, the
ot'" Two Horses Drowned in Shallow liveryman at Las Vegas, brought suit
??yl,i..
,
0o
UUl D0
11 WtJ BlgUl UdUgUt
Two horses bel onging to C. L. Kel- against
Bernard Martinez, an emj
e miles east of Roswell,
of
the Rosenthal Furniture
ley.
of
ploye
at
break
day,
shall
say
"Why. you
in the shallow water company for damages done to a rig
Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!", found drowned
an irrigation ditch. How they met belonging to him.
'of
When the case
'
death in such shallow water is still was brought before Justice of the
winds
as
sailed
and
sailed
might
STOCK
FOOD.
INTERNATIONAL
They
For
Sole Agent
Peace D. R. Murray, Cooley received
unexplained.
.
blow,
judgment. The damages, as comput-- ,
Until at last the blanched matej
4LFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and pack a;
Methodists In Session.
ed by Cooley were $7 and the Interest
session of collected from the time of the accinow not even God would know1 The eighteenth annual
"Why,
of the dent amounts to $2.
.
. . an.. my men lau uau.
Fe
the New Mexico Conference
house in
j.-- j
The only exclusive
This, also, was
anouia l ana...,..
,
,
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, allowed by the court.
this week with
For God from these dread seas is opened at Tucumcari
Atkins presiding.
James
Are You a Seller? An advertiseBishop
gone.
ment In the classified columns of the
Now speak, brave Admiral, speak and
Fear Smallpox Epidemic
New Mexican will put your real estate
Phone Black
Phone Black
Apprehension that an epidemic of on the market effectively. It will put
He said: "sail on! sail on! sail on!"
smallpox may devastate Wyoming as a the facts of your property before tir
utt. of cases which have appeared eyes of al' possible buyers.
They sailed. They sailed. Then spoke
in ditch camps, has resulted in tne
the mate
of guards State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
"This mad sea shows its teeth to- establishment of a cordon
the town of Casper.
around
Lucas County ss.
night,
TTa urla Yiic line lna liaa In TPflit
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Espia is Cleared
if
Mt.i
nnih
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
entered
district
,..
attorney
The
t..
Am!.i
& Co.,
J.
business In
.nolle prosse In district court at Ra the Cheneyof Toledo, doing
A.
and State
County
City
OI
case
tne
irnuirj aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
What shall we do when hope is ton in tne
of
Springer, the sum
against Fritz Espig
gone?"
of ONE HUNDRED DOLof two
The words leapt as a leaping sword; charged with the larceny
the LARS for each and every case of CaDavid
Padilla,
of
cattle.
heads
"Sail on! sail on! sail on! and on!"i
owner of the cattle, testified that Es- tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
a
;
nIJ klm KA fni rham
""""
Then pale and worn, he kept his deck,' uau lJOu
FRANK J. CHENEY.
And peered through darkness. Ah,
Sworn to before me and snbscribeC
Stacks
Sheriff's
Destroyed.
Hay
that night
The haystacks of Sheriff Julius in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
Of all dark nights! And then a speck
were destroyed ber A. D. Ux.;
A light! A light! A light! A light! Meyer near Estancia,
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
week.
Near Union Depot
this
one
fire
333 HICKOX STREET,
night
by
o
It grew t be Time's burst of dawn,
Notary Public
We gained a world; he gave that
PHONE, RED 100.
Halls Catarrh Cure Is taken intern
Barn Burned to the Ground .
world
The barn- of John Beddow at Gallup ally, and acts directly en the bloort
Its grandest lesson; "On and on!"
was burned to the ground, the fire be- and mucous surfaces of the system
Send for testimonials free.
ing caused by the explosion of several
F. J. CHENEY et CO., TOLEDO. O
dynamite caps. A pet dog perished in
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
ABOUND THE STATE
fire.
the
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
pation.
Death of L. M. Levy.
L. M. Levy, well known in New MexNewspaper in Plainview.
J. A. Autrey has begun the
ico, died at El Paso. He was a pioneer
He was a
of the Plainview Herald at Plain-vie- resident of Albuquerque.
New Mexico.
brother-in-laof Mrs. L. Trauer of Albuquerque and Mrs. Simon Neustadt
Sale of Stock Cattle.
For Best Laundry Work
of Los Lunas.
Sao Francisco Street.
R. K. Fleming at Roswell sold to
Ray Rice 700 head of stock cattle
Drink Drove Him to Steal.
To select your stones for mounting
BASKET LEAYES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
cows and heifers, for $17,500.
William E. Ensor was arrested at
THE
for Holiday Presents. They are
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Belen and admitted that he robbed the
Two Automobile Accidents.
always acceptable.
H. B. Weiller residence at AlbuquerA big red automobile crashed into que, but said he did it while he was
the buggy of Mr. and Mrs. H. C. drunk and was not quite clear in "his Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent.
Marks at El Paso, demolished the head as to what he wes doing.
tuggy and injured both occupants.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 23
Child Scalded to Death.
Section Hand's Leg Crushed.
The
daughter of Mr. and
Juan Hernandez, a section
hand, Mrs. B. R. Voss of Mountainair Tor
had a leg badly crushed at Mesquite.
ranee county, was fatally scalded, a KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS FOR
He was taken to the El Paso hospibucket of boiling water being accidentLAUNDRY.
tal.
spilled over the child. The child Phone
ally
we will be glad to call for
us,
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
died in convulsions.
Silver City Store Robbed.
your laundry on Mondays and TuesTHIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS The grocery store of J. W. Pinker-todays and deliver on Thursdays and
.
Cases.
Police
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
at Silver City was broken into
Fridays.
usual
fine
Clem Mason drew the
$50
and robbed of $3.50 from the cash
All work is guaranteed; your socks
and $10 costs or sixty days in jail this
are mended and buttons sewed en
register.
morning in police court, on the charge
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
of carrying a deadly weapon. Justice your shirts without extra charge.
Two Suspects Arrested.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
'
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Frederico Diaz and Gonzales Alday Tafoya and Esmere Tafoya comprised
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
were arrested at El Paso until the the plain jag section of the array
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
and reand Arizona purchasers.
robbery of the El Paso clothing store which greeted Judge Craigor "five-daceived the usual plain $5
can be investigated.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Matt andelaria drew the
sentence.
same
for disturbing the
sentence
License.
Marriage
Established 1900
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
LEARNARD &
A marriage license was issued at peace. E. Spirting and Parker Cal"
or dollar senLINDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico Las Vegas to Victorlana
Martinez, houn received
La Salle
aged 31, of Puertecito and Eugenio
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
Stomach trouble brings your head
Ortiz, aged 45 of Pueblo.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
and your stomach close together; anu
Cel-s- o
ache.
our
head
Telephone II.
makes
that
Miss Crane Wins Suit.
The district court at Albuquerque keeps your stomach down and your Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
settles stomach trou- Regular Meals 25 cents.
gave a verdict of $350 in favor of head up; Cel-tis effervescent a first
Miss C. P. Crane against I. W. How bles. Cel-eRooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
For hire at popular pricea Buggies and saddle horns.
aid for distress. At the Capital PharShort Orders at All Hours.
ell, for breach of contract.
HACK
:
THEODORE COM ICK, ffkf.
LINE
COMICK'S
macy, 10c and 25c.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
The Capital Pharmacy Will refund
Another Woman Editor.!
Phone Black 182.
Miss Annie E. Porter has taken the your purchase price if it fails to do all French Noodle Order 20c. a dish.
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Estancla Weekly Herald, at Estan- - we claim. Is this fcir?

SWS8r

Recovers
Camden, S. C, Woman
from Stomach Trouble.
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WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
ONE, REMEMBER
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT 18
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME. ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?

The Delicatessen Store

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone

It

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Phone 14

Puffs

LOUIS NAPOLEON

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

'

J.

Phone,

GORMLEY

w

j

-

i
j

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

j

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW. MEXICO STAR PENNANTS

j

..a.

grain

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate Novelties

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

SANTA

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

FE, NEW MEXICO.

say"

45

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

j

DAWSON COAL

j

" The Quality Coal."

J

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Qar
nets, and Other Stones.

Imperial Laundry

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

NOW IS

Bl'M6l9

;

Why Import Mineral Water ?
m

V

WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET

THE :

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL
WHOLESALE
AIN D RETAIL

Screened

WATER CO.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood 'and Kindling.
AVENUE
8. F. Depot.
Telephone 85

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

A

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
.

Telephone 85

TIME

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchard
andRinci.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanela Valley with the Very Best of water rjghts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesnque at a Bargain.

FOR C AI p

lUn 3A1X

HUBB'S

n

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY

LIVERY STABLE

y

Restaurant

y

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

o

I

f

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.
.

cam mi
I
P

1

n

llvllV

CHAS. CLOSSON

bM!n

Ms. Anyr

nrivprc PiirnichoH

Don Qaspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

Zook's Pharmacy
pKo

Zook's Pharmacy

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

ne
Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,
SI""laE,rct0eIsl",
.

DUTCH TALCUM POWDERS

;

Phone

- - New York.

Assorted Violet Waters

213

Themha

VIOLET SANDAL COAPS.

at

4

lUfS SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SAN1A FE, N.
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THEY ALL DEMAND IT.

AGE THREE

M.

As sheriff he 'mayor and he is doing much to restore
increased continually.
cleaned out some of the most daring the waned fortunes of that beautiful
He has bettered its water supplj
j of the desperadoes who had made
safe the isolated mining camps andnd is constantly engaged in making
j rcnges of the county.
public improvements with the very
I
limited municipal income.
Legislator.
He Speaks Spanish.
In 189S he was nominated for the
Mr. Bursum is a man of family. He
upper house of the legislature. He
made good. He was not a mere figure-- ! has a lovely wife, who is a favorite
head who voted "yes" or ''no," as not only in social circles, uut in the
the leaders directed, but became a homes of the poor. There are thr;
leader himself. He engaged in con- - small children, a happy home circle
The Democrat- - in a modest cottage in the Gem City.
structive legislation.
ic party had left the finances of the Mr. Bursum, who started life in a fam- territory in deplorable shape as was iiy where nothing hut Norwegian was
et rortn in tue editorial columns yes-- ; spoken, acquired not only the Enelish
It was he who drafted some of; language in which he has become a
the legislation that, brought order out) foreef il public speaker, but despite his
oi cnaos ana piacea me revenues t,usy career follU(1
learn
(jme t0
on a sound Spanish. He is nersonallv known In
the commonwealth
j

CANDIDATES ON

Santa Fe, Like Every City and Town
in the Union Receives It
People with kidney Ills want to be
When one suffers the tortures
of an aching back, relief is eagerly
sought for. There are many remedies
today that relieve, but do not cure.
Doan's Kidney 'Pills have cured thousands.
Here is Santa Fe evidence
to prove it:
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claim.;
made for them. If I were not con
fident of th.3 fact, I could never been
induced to give this medicine my endorsement.
There was a dull ache
in the small of my back that bothered
me and often I was obliged to lay off
from work for two or three days.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me entire relief and the few slight attacks
of backache I have bad since then
have quickly yielded to the. remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testimonial in January, 1907, and when
interviewed on June 6, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kidney Pills today as when I endorsed
them two' and a half years ago. This
benefitted me
remedy hag aJways
when I have used it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50cents. Fosten-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

REPUBLIGAH TICKET.

cured.

j

SOFT DRINKS
Ill Mtovbf an uoeste

5

Red 3S and have

Telcpho

ypMT erders delivered.

ttirsfj m SMKttiof awl

to the

ao4 hutting

1

.J'
f.1

' '"PS1

ALE, WILD

UXSBt

CfiEIIY,

LEMON SODA, HON BREW

:: x ::
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
K&TSEEt,

j

KLONDIKE

Al tfrtiks Badefrw
fitter tater

j

SANTA

FIZZ,

Ft

COCO COLA,

BOTTLING

W0US

UMY

KtiCK,

Proprietor,

;

hasiS.

nr. m i

!'

hundreds nf hntnna

th rnnnlmiil

V.o

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Superintendent of the Penitentiary, j Mexico, and is an especial favorite In
those (the
Governor Otero recognized
counties he- services and persuaded Mr. Bursum to cause of his sympathy ana under-acccp-t
the superintendency of the pen- - standing of the native people. He con- Herniary, mere too constructive worn, verses with them in their own tongue
had to be done. For years, the insti-ilegislature and in the constitutional
tution showed a big deficit, although convention he made .. his special duty
ppropnations had been liberal. Build- - and nriviiei;3 tn
,n , nwt. .
ings and equipment were incomplete Safeguard the t.itv ami ln,Mnt
and insufficient. Discipline was of the rights of thege cWzenB
martinet Kintt tnai xaiiea to realize; Talien a, ia a th?ge
that the convicts were human beings ,from , .
. ,
or saw that idleness was a curse v.n tn"
to them. Soon,- the convicts were tl"V
"i "
Spanish-America-

ti-- -'

n

j

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

n

w

-

DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION
THE SOUTHWEST

.,,

-

...

COURSES-COMMERC-

IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

"

work.
engaged in
an ab)e man
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
Brickmaking was turned into a prof- - kind of training and exnerience that
Send for Prospectus
Boarding and Day Students.
itable industry. The first convicts constitute good training fnr th,
ever employed on road work in the utive of a new state, of a state that
west, were sent to the Santa Fe canon above all, needs in its incipieny an
Studies Resumed
BROTHER E01RD, PitES
.nd began that systematic road con honest, intelligent, stable
Sth.
government
September
of
the
is
pride
struction which today
to assure it prosperity, growth and
the territory and one of the most use- advancement.
1
ful and popular activities of the comLand was acquired near
monwealth.
ARTISTS WHO SUMMERED
the penitentiary on which the con
IN TAOS VALLEY.
victs engaged in healthful
work raising the vegetables and fruit
Efumenchein,
Phillips,
used in the penitentiary- - An interest Berninghaus,
Couse Looked Up Their Familwas acquired in claybanks to furnish
iar
Haunts
and Painted.
the raw material for the brick makROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ing machinery. One of many thrilling
the summer just passed "The West Point of the Southwest"
incidents was the subduing of a mu- theDuring
editor of the News has missed
Mr.
Ranked by United States War DeBursum
which
in
of
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tiny
iavonte corner and the absence Mr,m,nl
"Dlstineuished Institu- single-bandeand
hero
a
of
the
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eocurred just during the season when
detailed by War
overcame
officers
Arm
the
off
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fought
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Academic course,
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beautilover
every
the
out of which he came a victor.
life. Great amount of open air work.
ful, the artistic and refined.
Healthiest location of any Military
Attempt to Discredit Bursum.
and
Blumenchein
Berninghaus
Then came the Hagerman regime. came, worked, and turned eastward School in the Union. Located in the
Holm Olaf Bursum had heen elected again, Phillips at home here, we beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
chairman of the Republican party in Ehall speak of him later, and Sharpe, of the West at an elevation of 3700
New Mexico. Hagerman had visions also tor future mention, leaves for feet above sea level, sunshine every
. i.
j
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of a political machine of his own. California
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of
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the
HagEursum stood in the way
he had packed his paintings
Fourteen Officers and Instructors.
erman self aggrandizement. Then fol for shipment to New York, whither
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lowed the disgraceful attempt to dis U f nuu 1.ms
wire go next weeK, we '
Ten buildings,
throughly
credit Holm O. Bursum. It was desper caught E. Irving Couse finishing his colleges.
ate attempt to railroad an honest and work in his attractive studio.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Mr. Couse has done some work here in all respects.
worthy man into the penitentiary because he stood in the way of selfish that is in the masterpiece museums
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Loioraoo of art, but to the view of the
ambition.
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political
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Springs expert was hired to go over ihe has never surpassed the work of
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
This
expert the present summer.
the penitentiary books.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
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hired a local expert to do the job
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expert, who Uara Pottery."
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To be sure, the
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address:
at
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is there, but the figure of the Indian,
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Superintendent
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about
handled
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on the
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pose, the intent look
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in destitute catching this
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family
after, leaving
particular tint and in
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
(07894)

Sept. 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct.
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146,
for SW
Section 13, Township 13 N.
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,

I

New MexLo Military

Institute

HOLM OLAF BURSUM,
Nominee for Governor.

?re parallels in the two lives. Both
X came from humble parentage:
both
Age 44 years.
Born at Fort Dodge, Iowa, of X had more than their mead of hard
St
X labor, of keen struggle, of slow and
X Norwegian parents.
X
Boyhood spent in hard work X painful rise, rung by rung, and both
'
1911.
X were villified by envy, by malice and
X on farm.
Claimant names as witnesses:
X by those who could not make them
Went to school until 11.
X
Ambroslo
Cano, Bernardo Cano, X
Had to earn his own living X bow to false gods, or by those who
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo. X at 12.
X who could not reach their heights.
all of Golden, N. M.
Moved to Boulder, Colorado, X
X
Early Triumphs.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
X
Lincoln was 27 when he was admit
X when 12.
Register. X
X ted to the practice of law; Bursum was
Clerked in store at Denver.
Worked in drug store at X 27 when he was elected sheriff of his
X
'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
X Raton.
county. Lincoln engaged in mercan
0 did Bursum,
but
Returned to Denver to work X tile pursuits
Department of the Interior,
X
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. X for telegraph company.
X Bursum was also a farmer, a teamster,
(Pecos Forest.)
Was dishwasher in Denver X freighter, a railroad builder, a stockX
October 10, 1911.
X man, a miner. Bursum served in the
X restaurant.
Notice is hereby given that Jose X
New Mexico X legislature and so did Lincoln but
to
Returned
L. Martinez, of Pecos, N. M., who on X when 15
years old and worked X Bursum also served In a constitutional
Oct. 11, 1906, made Homestead 07866, X in store at San Antonio, Socor- - X convention and helped to formulate
W
SW
No. 10100, for SE
X ro county.
X the essential clauses in a constitu
SE
and Lots 3 and 4, Section 14, X
for government at X tion which students of constitutional
Freighted
M.
Township 15 N., Range 11 E., N.
X Fort Wingate in 1890.
X law and history declare one of the
Meridian, has filed notice of inten- X
Lincoln was 37
- X best ever drafted.
conworked
at
In
he
1892,
tion to make final five year proof, to
when he ran for Congress, Bursum at
work
on
X
struction
X
and
Atlantic
establish claim to the land above de- X
Lincoln
Pacific railroad.
X 44, is running for governor.
scribed, before the Register or Remade two unsuccessful attempts to
X
X
Traded
construction
outfit
ceiver of the U. S. Land Office at
enter the U. S. Senate, Bursum was
X
Santa Fe, N. M., on the 18th day of X for 1,200 sheep.
never defeated in a political battle.
to
Sold
X
X
go at farming
sheep
Nov. 1911.
There are other parallels, but this
X
X and fruit raising.
Claimant names as witnesses:
is not to prove that Bursum is an Abe
Invested in mines in Mogol- - X Lincoln, nor
Seferlno Lucero, James M. Lopez, X
is it to glorify the career
Ion
is
X
district
interestand
still
X
of
Teodorio Ortiz, and Felix Ortiz, all
of a man who is modesty Itself, and
X ed in Deep Down and Trilby X makes no
Pecos, N. M.
pretense to special credit
X mines there.
X for having worked out his own carMANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. X - Made deal through which X eer with no favors from fortune, nor
X coal mines at Carthage were re- - X asks special
praise for his services
X opened and railroad to that X to his party and for his people.
TO AND FROM P.OSVfELL.
X point was reconstructed.
X
An Humble Beginning.
In 1894 was elected sheriff of X
Connections mail, with Automobile X
Holm Olaf Bursum was born at
Socorro
X
X
cleaned
and
county
line At Vaughn for Roswell. daily
Fort Dodge, Iowa, on February 10,
X county of outlaws.
X 1867, the son of Frank O., and Maria
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
Served seven years as super- - X
at 8:30 a. n. and arrives at Ros- X
(Hilton) Bursum, who were natives
well at 3:30 p. m. Automouile leaves X intendent of New Mexico peni- X of Norway and had left their pine- ..
X clad hills for Prairie du Chien only
The X tentiary.
Roswell tor Vaughn at 6 p.
this picture the artist appears to have
circumstances.
Served seven years as chair- - X two years before.
The father died
reached perfection.
litre be'.wuei, San'a F aud Torrance X
Vindicated In the Courts.
man of the Republican party of X soon afterward, at the age of 23, on
No one can see the little Indian
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and X
The expert report was published
New
Mexico.
X
X the little farm, leaving the mother
Reserve seats on auto
Roswell $10.
aiden, with her blue shawl about!
gloated over the vicand
Hagerman
X
Was member of territorial X with her two children, Louisa, who
mobile by wire. J. W S'ockard.
tory he thought he had won. He di her, standing before a fire place,
X legislature.
X in later life married George J.
rected his district attorney to inaici watching a pot boiling over the fire,
Was member of constitution- - X
X
of Alamagordo, and .the babe, Holm O. Bursum but the grand jury without an exclamation of admiraX af convention.
X Kolm Olaf. They lived on what was
It is a little gem, and one of
refused to be' party to such proceed- tion.
HACK.
Is married and has three chil-- x then a frontier farm until Holm was
X
and the district attorney had those paintings that stays with one
ings,
X dren.
X nine years old. Holm attended the to acknowledge publicly that Bursum's after leaving the studio.
If New
Nominated
X
X Fort Dodge school until he was 11 accounts were straight and his records ?ork students of art do not want this
by Republican
Prom
for first governor of the X and then had to take a man's part In all intact. But Holm O. Bursum was picture on sight they are lacking in
X
TAOS X party
B
state of New Mexico.
X making a living. His mother's health not satisfied.
He waived the statute appreciation of the beautiful.
to fail and the family moved
Little Joe is just an Indian boy's
of limitation which would have pro
Meeii Both North South X Never lost a political battle. X began
to Boulder, Colorado.
The mother tected him. and sought a judicial in head, but he is so pretty and bright!
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
died when Holm was 12 years old and
Bounds Trains.
quiry open to all who had any claim, and winning that anyone who sees
out- the boy, unwilling to stay with his or any
Is
above
the
It
The
bare,
of
meager
on
arrival
the
charge against mm. aumcieni him wants to take him home.
Leaves Barranca
struck out for himself. to
this judicial inquiry after is one of the most winsome portraits
that
say,
the north bound train and arrives at line of a busy life, a life of hard work,
Chore Boy.
months of open hearings, after an we have ever seen on canvas.
hard knocks, of ups and downs and
Taos at 7 p. ,m.
He secured work as a chore boy fix
Beside those Mr. Couse has some
exnert.
difficulties
over
that
eventual
investigation and accounting,
triumph
other
Ten miles shorter than any
in a store and a year later went to to .which all interested parties and Twining scenes, with the water and
men.
most
Holm
would
other
floor
way. Good covereo hacks and good
Raton to work in a drug store. He the
territory through its attorney the aspens. Beautiful they are with
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams O. Bursum's career has been com- l
lu
One, the
eeneral. and even the special agents their perfect coloring.
furnished commercial men to take in pared with that of Abe Lincoln, the ae lineman ""V"
with the Colorado Tele of the United States and the expert White Goose," an Indian carrying
have
His
enemies
rail
Embudo
splitter.
towns.
Wire
the surrounding
or home her trophy is especially attrac
Company but lost his position rf
were summoned
sneered at the comparison. But there graph
Station.
and took a place as dishwasher in a
invited, cleared Bursum of all tive, as is a small picture, "The Ma
Diiblicly
Denver restaurant. Surely, life was
gic Pool," where the dlark blue, quiet
charges. Both the expert and the
showing 'him no special favors.
to the expert of Hagerman, re vater is a picture in itself.
expert
Store Clerk, Teamster, Freighter, fused to
Mr. and Mrs. Couse are planning
testify.
Railroader.
an early return to Taos in the spring
As a Constitution Maker
In 1882, he worked his way to San
The splendid victories for the Re of 1912.
Antonio, Socorro county.
For eight
party won by Holm O.. Burpublican
"
of A. H. sum. chairman of the Republican cen FATRIARCHS ELECT THEIR
years he worked in the store
Successor to B. P. Williams
I ...
TU11
numa yiu Became intimately ac- tral committee of New Mexico under
I have purchased the entire stqck of horses and equipment formerly
OFFICERS AT ROSWELL.
quainted with the people of that part the most adverse circumstances, are
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
of
the
their
of
or
all
times
territory,
needs, wants too recent to need review. The cli
day
night
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at
The fifth annual encampment of the
and aspirations. He was only 23, when max came when the constitution, bit New Mexico
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
grand encampment of
!he went to Fort Wingate to take a
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
the Democratic organi Patriarch Branch of the Odd Fellows
by
fought
terly
freighting contract for ithe flednrftl zation, was adopted by more tnan i at Roswell elected the following offi
l. government hauling
himselt cers:
supplies to the nno mainritv.
Mr. Bursum
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST5
fort. After two years of that kind of wa a member of the constitutional
J
Grand Patriarch J. B. Mills, Ra
Phone 139 Red
Santa Fe, N. M
he
work
engaged in railroad construc- convention.
He there fully demon ton.
tion, building on a branch line of the Btrated
Grand High Priest N. E. Stevens,
his ability as a constructive
Atlantic & Pacific to a lumber camp.
clause on the corpor Albuquerque.
The
statesman.
He often did the roughest kind of
Grand Senior Warden W. W. Ogle,
and other progres
work himself and became intimately ation commission from his hands.
He Roswell.
came
articles
sive
touch
in
with the life of the railroadGrand Senior Warden R. S. Crevrestrained the reactionaries and rec
ers and construction gangs.
He emerged ens, Koswen.
radicals.
onciled
the
Farmer and Stockman.
Grand Scribe S. E. Feree, ArThere wasn't much profit in the from the convention, as the largest tesia.
His
work but through abstemiousness and figure in New Mexico politics.
Grand Treasurer John C. Spears,
at Las Vegas
economy, he returned to San Antonio nomination for governor
Gallup.
as
of
at
matter
course,
as
followed
with twenty-eigmules and several
Grand Representative to Sovereign
well done and
vagons as the result of four years of recognition of service
Gi'andi
TO
Encampment Alfred Jelfs,
character firmly established. ,
the hardest kind of toil.
Eaton.
A Businessman, Miner, Stockman,
He traded this outfit for 1,200 sheep,
Grand Marshal G. M. Ream, Hag
But Mr. Bursum's life in these lat erman.
and these for two ranches east of San
of
his
the
in
as
years
youth
Antonio, where he engaged in fruit ter years,
Grand Inside Sentinel W. A.
IimoovmImm by Purchaslnr Walls
raising and farming on his 380 acres. was not altogether pontics, He en
iXftfV 1UVUVJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Silver City.
The apples, peaches, and pears gaged in various business enterprises
B.
O.
B.
Checks
the
Mining
He
came
from
which
his
organized
orchard were
Fereipi Moaqr Orders
prize winners and be became a farm- Company in the Mogollons after deof
Relieves
er in the real and complete sense of veloping the Deep Down mine. He is
(I. &,
Mexico
the word.
at present developing the Trilby mine
BLADDER
in the Mogollons. He is most popular
Elected Sheriff at 27.
all
He
is
At that time, he turned his atten- in the mining camps.
extensive
in
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEORAPM
Dlsctargas
tion to politics, or rather, his populari- ly engaged in the sheep Industry
24HOURS
ty forced him into making the race for eastern as well as western Socorro
lefc eaptale km tta
steriff on the Republican ticket in county. He spent many weary days on
Socorro county. He was elected by the range. He is interested in mercan
Bttumef (MIDYl
a majority of 384 votes. He became tile business in Socorro The Gem City
Bom it? an arattrlAU.
county chairman and his popularity has honored him by electing him
X
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E are giving our thoughts

and study to the subject

of shoes.

shoes it ought not to seem strange
that we assume to know what we
are talking about.
OUR EXPERIENCE is that in selecting
shoes FIT is the prime essential, and in this
store you have our expert service to fit your
feet properly.

STYLISH SHOES
OUR SHOES have the snap and finish to
show the beauty of your feet to the best advantage and single you out as being well dressed.
They keep their shape, support the instep and
give comfort to the toes. They are made from
the very best material obtainable and solid
throughout. Note these prices :
Shoes for Men, . . . . $2.00 to $6.00

.

Shoes for Women,.

Mi

,

Canada,

J. D.

BARNES, Agent.

So when we speak of

..$

1.50 to $5.00

Shoes for Boys and Girls, $ 1.00 to $3.00
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IRELAND AGAINST
RECALL.
Ireland has always
Archbishop
bpen regarded as peculiarly a man of
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
the people, as a man who would
PAUL A. F. WALTER
take the popular side of a question
Vice President
Editor and President
whenever there was an issue between
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
the special interests and the people, j
General Manager.
Secretary-TreasureIS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
to the
His declaration), therefore,
Euterad ai Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Poatofflce.
Army of the Tennessee, at the reun-- j
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
Council Bluffs, Iowa,
$3.50 ion this week at
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six month, by mall
and
a peculiar significance
has
25
IN
MEXICO.
carrier
Dally, pe week, by
.. 1.00 weight. He declared in no uncertain
six months
.75 Weekly,
Daily, per sconth, by carrier.
2.00 tones:
MOULTON-ESP- E
65 Weekly, rer year
Daily, per month, by mail
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
"The clamor is heard that the Am.50
7.00
quarter
mail
per
Weekly,
Oaiiy, per year, by
erican democracy such as the repubpersonal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
lic has known for a- - century and a
SANTA FE, N. M.
AGENTS,
GENERAL
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
OFFICIAL PAPER'OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
quarter, must be altered, torn asundomestic and foreign" "exchange and makes -- telegraphic
It Is sent to der, under the pretense that with it
Tfce New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in iew jumigo.
suffiwith
not
do
the
people
govern
circulation
hasand
a
transfers of money touttparts of the civilized world on as
and
growing
large
every postolfice in the Territory,
cient' directness.
Let'its' hope that
liberal terms as are given by any
amon, the Intelligent and progrenslve people of the Southwest.
this clamor is just a passing ebullition of feeling.
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con"The worst is the recall. Stability
UNION
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
and independence in office for a fixall orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
ed period of time are essential. LiMANAGEMENT.
;
UNDER
NEW
to them as liberal treatment In all directions as is consist,
able to recall, the official is continuof
watchful
ent with sound banking.
public opinion
ously
Window Frames,
Wainscotting,
vhich it is his interest to placate
Mouldines
OFFICERS.
Door Frames,
Fifteen or even
Ceiling,
and hold in check.
Sash, Doors,
casings, case,
ton per cent of the voters at a preR.
Custom
Run
President.
Work,
J. PALEN,
, vK. , J. B. READ, Cashier.
pry
Flooring
"
ceding election gathered probably
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
fiom the defeated party may force Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
the recall and all the turmoil of a
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
new campaign.
"The perils from the recall are
ON
guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
shown when it is extended to the juEstimates cheerfully furnished.
W2 solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
If ever independence from
diciary.
Plans,
popular clamor is imperiously
it is when men are bidden
Specifications, Etc.
to speak in the name of supreme
Phone Black 33166.
justice, regardless of consequences to
associated
or
parties,
persons
AND
persons or parties, when associate CI lir.TIIATinNR
"PUSSEYFOOT" JOHNSON CASE
RULE
calmness of mind and deepest study
POSTPONED UNTIL SATURDAY.
ON STOCK MARKET.
are the prerequisite- - to a decision.
of
election
direct
the
Declaring that
Tobacco Bonds' Were Reporter Will Come Here From Den- American
United States senators, the referenSanta Fe, New Mexico,'!: Now tnder the Same Management.
)y
ver to Tell of Interview
an Enormous Scale
on
Bought
dum as applied to legislation, end the
'
Which Led to Suit.
at Rising Prices.
recall of judges are dangerous prbpps?
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
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a
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in
Gibbons
Cardinal
als,
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to
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Wire
the
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(By Special
application
hearing
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
recently at the cathedral in Baliti-morNew York, N. Y., Oct. 13. Fluctu- ing permanent a writ of habeas corSECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
urged all citizens to defend the ations of' 'stocks during the
THOS. DORAN,
morning pus in the case of the territory of New Large Sample Rooms.
constitution of the, United States from
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move- Mexico vs. William E. Johnson for
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governed
those threatened changes.
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the district court until 2 o'clock SaturPUBLIC
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
is good enough for future generations. enormous scale at rising prices. The
October 21. '
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
He pointed to this document at the common stock shot up 10 points on the day afternoon, was
begun- about 2:30
The hearing
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION great light that has guided the nation, "curb." The whole market was stimo'clock this afternoon. Attorney E. P.
COUNTY.
and he declared that at this time the ulated by this movement.
Davies representing the territory and
&
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN- nation should not abandon this for oth.
General Electric developed strength. Attorney J. H. Crist the defendant,
OTERO
R.
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WRIGHT,
COLFAX
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er lights that will lead astray.
TY; C. J. ROBERTS,
Hot & Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
There was further weakness in Allis- - William E. Johnson. The prosecuting
Furntehed rooms In connection.
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"As you are all sustained by the
T
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if
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Chalmers,
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GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE strong arm of the government,"
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ing two points to 56 c, the lowest S. Indian Industrial School who alleges III Sail rratlCISCO Mrecl
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY said, "you should help to uphold that price since the organization of the he has been libeled, was present. At
arm. There are now a few great quesCOUNTY.
Fractional reaction was the hearing were also Judge N. B.
company.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA, tions in the political world about general in the second hour and the
Laughlin, H. F. Stephens, M. L. Dorr,
which I wish to speak. There are be- market became lifeless.
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Dress Wear
we carry several special styles
of Regal Shoes that correctly reproduce exclusive
custom models designed this
season for. metropolitan clubmen:

Correct
Regal .
Dress Model

'XL

REGAL
SHOES

HEADQUARTERS

Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Fruits and Groceries
Confectionery,
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday 4 Saturday

MILLINERY

r"hone, 152 Red-

ALSO HANDLES

Wash

AMADO

Silk D. M. C.

Embroidery,

weeks in Kentucky.
Mrs. E. C. Abbott who returned from
the Faywood Hot Springs and Mrs. S.
G. Cartwright, were. visitors in Albuquerque during fair week.
W. H. Bogalsky, a salesman from
San Francisco, who is a booster for
the 1915 fair t4 be held there, is re
;
gistered at the Montezuma hotel.
Dr. J. M. Diaz leaves today fori
Topeka, Kansas, where he will attend.
me convention oi tne railway surThence he will go St. Louis
geons.
and Chicago on business matters.
N. Salmon, the San Francisco street
merchant, has returned from AlbuHe reports that Bernalillo
querque.
county will go for the Republican ticket by 500 majority upwards.
District Attorney Alexander Read
of Tierra Amarilla is in town with the
good news that Rio Arriba county is
safely anchored in the Republican column and that by a tremendous

Xud-din-
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and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details
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...

Open May

1

Butch)

5th . for the Fishing Season

Best of Food
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Cold Pure Spring
' No Invalids :; ? '

Water
$15 a Week
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Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
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....
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he
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Staple & Fancy

Groceries

Flour,

Attendance
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Prices

Veal and
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Home-Mad-

B,Ue
and

If

these are not as you like we are showing the new

Sausage,

e

" ALASKA,'

Point Oysters, Fish
'

a Royal Tailors exclusive style that is going to sell like
Barney
Oldfield at the home finish. A world-wid- e
style that is just
now sweeping the country. It is the sanest, handsomest and
most comfortable Overcoat that has been introduced in
America in a decade.

POULTRY

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS -- - VEGETABLES
Forbes Quality
and Steel-C-

to $20.00

$ 1 3.00

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.

W. N. TOWNSEND

No better guarantee

to
offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you
deal at the Parlor Market.

THE MASTER TAILORS.

LAUGHL1N BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival any thing of the kind in the South-wesare) also worth looking at.

Is now. We have

t,

just received

alargelinedirect fromfactory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.
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One of the best and most complete modern residences in the city.
Location
unsurpassed. Price very reasonable.

Automobile

If you are looking for a HOME,
v

this is well worth your
investigation.
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Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
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JUST A FEW OF THOSE
EXTRA FANCY

Elberta Peaches
Welch's Grape Juice

The New State
A PRIVATE BOARDING

HOUSE

Man-Taiiored-to-Your-Measure

J.P. Steed & Son

SUITS, COATS AND SKIRTS

CARPENTERS

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

Customers and Friends are
invited to inspect our

Home Cooking
We bake our
AND CABINET MAKERS.
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
of price, at 35 CENTS.- Weekly or FURNITURE
MADE TO ORDER
monthly rates upon application.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY

CO.

Satisfaction
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TRY OUR SUNDAY

DINNER

Phone, Red 64 All Work Guaranteed.
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IGuaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.
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CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
bill
SAVES THE
can be seen anywhere, and wewill sell them right.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON

'

.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
pay tor, by having it right where
and
your light
EVE5. Our display rooms are
on

cor-dial-

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS

-

you

K

FOR SALE

SIGN PAINTING

Pine Apple Juice

8

Styles Just Received.

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.
ADOLPH

K

K

Good,

Pure Hawaiian

H. S. HAUNE

at
K

open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
Get awav from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.

S1

CO.

NOTHING BETTER.

J
You

&

i

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

I

Pork,
Mutton,

!

fgca--

5

to meet the popular demand.
Also BLACKS FOR DUESS
PURPOSES. These numbers are in black and silk
lined and handsome short lengths.

Beef,

i

W. G. BUSH, Prop

rV

CORN-FE- D

Carriage

PICTURE FRAMING

Phone, 130 Red.

ol

$15.00 to $20.00

PRFfoSM

and

108 Paiac'e,TAvenue
Day and Night Phone.

CITY;

and the Financial Condition is
j
Satisfactory.
The school board met last night
commis-Isioner- s
the
with
following school
Where Prices are
Messrs.
present:
Seligman,
'
LOWEST
Sloan, Knapp, Muller and Baca. Ao-- !
counts were audited.' Superintendent
FOR
Wood read his report showing
the
We guarantee each and
j schools
are in good condition
every Bot
and
tie we sell to last one year.
that the attendance Is very large. All;
of the new teachers, he said, had
BUTT BROS. CO.,
proved themselves first class and atc- satisfaction. The
giving excellent
Always Reliable
4
treasurer's report showed the finan
DRUGGISTS
i
cial condition of the schools excel
Phone, Red 161. Niht Plione.Red 58.
lent.
As Miss Green, the first primary j w
teacher had an over-- 1
' department
Ada Harvey was
crowded
room,
Grain, chosen to assistMiss
Hay
her during the fore- - XXXXXXXXXXXXX3XX
SAFE QUALITY.
noons of each day. In the afternoon
a number of the primary pupils nre
&
sent to the kindergarden room as the
little kindergarten tots do not go
i
PAINTING
to school in the afternoon.
Miss Estelle Bergere's salary was'
increased by the board for her eftVj
cient services.
The manual training and . sewfn
have been
for
departments
The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal some time but the kitchen running
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
tables have!
atable and Refreshing. A Denot yet arrived for the domestic!
"AULl
i
LACASSAUfNC
science department.1
They are ex
cided Aid to Digestion.
305 San Francisco Street.
pected any day, however.

242 Lower Palace Avenue

Funeral Directors

all-wo-

f

SCHOOL BOARD IS
PLEASED WITH TEACHERS.

LEFT.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
T

KANSAS

HOT WATER BOTTLES

....

Thursday.

many handsome designs and patterns,
Kirchbaum's
specials, Waldorf
and Presto Collars.

These numbers we can promise yon are the warmest and
neatest patterns ever shown in this city.

THE TIME TO BUY

j

DOLE'S

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

.

j

U

'

WIFE

u.

Fe, N. M.

Red 189.
Phone,
i.VV
t

Parlor Market
and Grocery

:

O.C.WATSON &CO.
1

Come early and get first choice while
the picking is good. We have in stock

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

u"

THE MARKET.
BUY BEFORfe IT'S TOO LATE.
LOTS

I
IV

II!

i

Phone 49 Main

;
:

'

and Manhattan Avenue. I

Gasper

between
telegraphic communications
the stations dealing with differences
in local time and observations of the
TO YOUR
stars. Tuesday night communication
and an exchange of signals was held
between Mr. Hodgson at the local
base and Mr. Smith of Orogrande,
Otero county, 40 miles distant, by
In 3 Acts
v
e longuuae oi mat point was
The men will be en- By CVVlFBtLL B. CAS AD established.
,
in
work.
the
in El Paso for
gaged
19
Oct.
about ten days.
cement base
ine
Priroc
ana
SI.UU
JI.SU built in Cleveland Km.
DC,
Ik in the
mteS,
Direct From Its Run at the Whit- Bi,ape of a monument standing about
three feet high and'wltl remain per-'..."'y Opera House,'
'
A
Chicago
Hi.
manent after thpir Hennrtiim
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store rect Western Union, wire runs from
the little shanty in Cleveland square
Tuesday Oct. 17.
to a similar shanty near Orogrande.

DON'T LIE

That Overcoat?

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Phone 49 Main

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.

OF

SELIGMAN BROTHERS CO.

j

-

broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet

AVIATOR

$350 $400 $4,50 $500

How About

Em-

THE

thing but pnce.

BREAD AND CAKE
6

Dally,

j

ar

FRESH

FOR FINE

F. E. Nudding, well known coal!
dealer of the New Mexico ranltnl I.
here to see the fair, joining Mrs.
who arrived the first of the
Ed. W. Rowland and Edwin Clifford week. They are guesls of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Al(Inc.)
buquerque Journal.
C. R. Brice, who is now living at
.
OFFER
and is attending
Houston, Texas,
court at Carlsbad, came up this morning to spend the day in Roswell
He states
looking after business.
that his removal with his family to
Houston is only a trial trip and that
if the place does not suit as to climate and other phases, they will re
turn to their old home in the Pecos!
valley. Roswell Daily Record.
Mrs. W. B. Prince, who is at St.
Vincent's Sanitarium, is reported to
be doing well.

insure you correct style, correct fit,
genuine comfort and long 'Service."
No other ready-to-weshoes are
in thesame class with them, Regals
are equal to custom shoes in every- -

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS A. MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTION
Dr. N. W. Gundrum of Denver, is
a visitor in the city.
County Commissioner I. Sparks is
in Albuquerque today.
B. F. Pankey went to Albuquerque
yesterday to attend the fair.
Fred W. Harrison, is a business
man here from Ixs Angeles.
Mrs. V. O. Conner left today for
Albuquerque to attend the fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Geislieh of Zurich,
Switzerland, are guests at the Montezuma. '
The misses May and Florence Spitz
are in Albuquerque attending the big
iair.
A. F. AVitzel and C. E. Bruckdel,
business men of Denver, are at the
Palace. '
1
E. R. Paul of the New Mexico Central yesterday was bound for Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Brown are tourists from Louisville, Ky., at the Montezuma hotel.
Gerson Gusdorf,
the well known
merchant of Taos, is here accompa
nied by Mrs. Gusdorf.
W. S. Lucero, accomDanied bv his
daughter, Miss Lucero, is here from
ban Ratael, of Valencia county.
Mrs. Celso Lopez, wife of the coun
ty treasurer, is reported quite ill at
Ber home on San Francisco street.
Nationall
Cimmitteman Solomon
Luna expects to be able to leave the
hospital at Albuquerque on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bowlds have
returned from their wedding journey
and during which they spent several

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

MBMOntfE

TRUST CO.
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Until Relieved by Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound.
Dewittvills, X.Y. "Before I

Pink-ham- 's

155

start-

ed to take Lydia E. Piukham's Vege
tans uompouna i
Isuflered nearly all
4
3 07
9 32
SPrestou
tlie time with head55
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Koebler Junction
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111111"
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s, backaches,
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made mo sick it l
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i
tried to walk much,
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6 45
6 00
Ar
Ute Park, N. M...I.V
and iny back was so
p m
pm
weak tnac i was
(Ooniiaats at Colfax wltli E. P. A s. W. lly, train both North and Soutb.?:
obliged to w e a I
SStage tor Van Houten f, M. rape' trains at Preston N.IM.Z
corsets all the time.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M for Klizubethtown, N M., at 9:00 a. m, dally except But now I do not have any of these
carried free.
snd&ys. Fare it uu one way S3.50 :ound trip: fifty pound hau
troubles. I have a line strong baby
Dei Mclnes, N. M- for tlie south at 11:11 p. iu. .'arrives frcm th daughter now, which. 1 did not have
O. A 9 train leave
tb at 4:88 a. m,
before taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound." Miss. A. A.
O. DEDMAN.
F. M. WILLIAM,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
Giles, lloute 44, DewittviUe, X. Y.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent.
The above is only one of the thousands of grateful letters which ara
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Company of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia ii rmkham s Vegetable comASK FOR TICKETS
pound, made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate disYOUR FREIGHT
eases of women, and that every such
suttenng woman owes it to nerseir to
at least give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving up
rco, Arizona, Mexico and to th Pacific Coast, via NEW
hope of recovery.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thcac
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass- 0
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Flood's Itinerary.
This evening Congressman Flood
will speak at Las Vegas and tomor-- l
row evening at Albuquerque.
Hagerman will speak at
Las Vegas tomorrow evening.
Even Democratic Allies Despise Them.
Now if the Democrats will give the
bunch of "progressives" the boot they
will get just what is coming to them.
Why is a "progressive" Republican?
Willard Record. (Democratic.)

SHIP

SCt

AND

EAST

BEST

OR

Rowland as secretary. The following delegates and alternates were
elected for the county convention to
be held tomorrow: Delegates,

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
assimilate the food, thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially adapted to diseases
attended vith excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence from various
fevers, for
people and those who are always " catching cold."
Dr. Pierce's Common Senss Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31 one-ced
book of 1008 pages. Address Dr
stamps for the French
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Seve-rian-

Rivera, Carlos F. Abreu, M. T.
Dunlavy, Kilario Baca, Beatriz Vigil,
Herman Zinsser, W. T. Thornton
Baca. Alternates, Luis Lujan,
uan Pacheco, Simon Vigil, Simon
Gonzales, Francisco Trujillo, Carlos
Creamer, Ramon Trujillo, Leopolds
finnzalps.

cloth-boun-

do it because it will be impossible f.f these good folks the malicious
for me to Meet all the voters per- would soon be without a vocasonally, and because I believe in ad- tion and the world would be all the
br tter and all the cleaner for it. While
vertising.
I would much prefer to make a there does not seem to be any immepersonal canvass, that being the only diate prospect of the speedy arrival
this desirable period in human civi- satisfactory way, but there are seve-it- f
r&l reasons why I cannot.
lization, still the men and women of
have few of the equipments of a this generation can do much toward
no horse, hastening its coming by personal ab- candidate no automobile,
not even a burro, and I am not a very stinence from gossip. South Bethle-good walker; I have no money to hem, Pa., Daily Globe.
spend on sorrel cigars or wet stuff,
having to work like a mule to keep THEY READ SPEECH
OF
PRINCE.
ahead nf the pmrcr and tav ssipsnr.
I haven't the price of a conventional
Denver, Colo., Oct..l3.-T- he
garden
canvass.
In asklns for your vote' 1 d0 80 f EdeD WaS l0Cat6d in NW MeX,C
with the honest conviction that I can and some of the original apple trees
serve you properly in the territorial are
standtagf This is the
1

Of No Avail.

-

since H. j Haeerman has delivered
Journal-Democrthe Albuquerque
Saw the Handwriting.
H. A. Martin saw the handwriting to the Democratic narty for its private
on the wall and has withdrawn as a use diirine the caniDaien. it will h ave
candidate for the legislature in little effect as a vote getter. In fact,
Robert H. Boulware rhe position it has taken ought to
Grant county.
add materially to the Republican ma-- I
has been nominated to fill the
jority. Hagerman has been trying
Grant county is going
for a number of years to injure the
on November 7.
reputation of Hon. H. O. Bursum, and
it is generally understood that he
They are Mavericks.
the columns of the Journal
employed
the
legisla-.
McDonald was once in
-- :,i
V,J
TJf nnnJlofr nf the
abuse that have been
and
falsehoods
the assertion b
o,ntv
the
uPon Mr- Bursum
tw fr?

I

j

-

heiT

ABY

office

will" grown in popularity, and when elec- with the British catt
Iho
has every' tion day rolls around he will reman
bo useful to
"B
sen OI Ulduu on earni
a candidate m New Mexico. Juas ve-.'Mipporters. Kiouranue Republican,

....... ...

gos-sip-

n''

Tint- - Tk..n

uttar,

states In" the TTnlnn.
"
"c'"""' tl, nf tho; newest
7;
thjnk gQ and. why j agk and New Mexico is making consider- ame
mauer
me
aoout
noise
receniiy
jyour support in this unorthodox way. due to
A Matter of Course.
the activity in the apple
If yu can,t vote for me, watch my
Guadalupe County Ticket
'
With the Democratic candidate for
tricts of that state in preparation for
i n'rt, in the mnrnimr the Ro dope.
invites all sick women to write governor owned by a bunch of En
the American apple exposition which
Tours respectfully,
her for advice. She has euided glish land grabbers and the balance publican convention of Guadalupe
WILL ROBINSON, will he held in Denver the week of
thousands to health and her of the ticket owned by that saintly county at Santa Rosa, completed its
from
November 12. Apples
these
advice is free.
a mag-- ,
statesman, Felix Martinez, the rank labors after having nominated
trees
will be exhibited at the show.
to
of
the
Slanderers
Referred
and
David
J.
ticket.
Leahy
and file of the Democratic party will nificent
Of course the counter claim is made
Bursum.
Vegas,
have to vote the Republican ticket as Charles W. G. Ward of Las
In the circulation of rumors affec- - that the aforesaid apple trees were
ill deft and
fnr
a mauer oi sen preservation tuis tt stnnrifrlnroa rPsnPftiVAlv
. ::
men nlanted
for" rather erew from seeds
nitWe
a ctonrfi
district, attorney oi xne rouriu juui- '"u
gas Optic.
and made who occupy prominent and influential planted by the Spanish invaders
were
distr
cip.l
ict,
present
Palace.
aero. Be
.. ,
hundred veflrs
.
r rtlnnlorlv nore. some, nathree
wmcn were warm ly ap- - nnaiHnna- chrtiilri ha na
?
;
Andrews Wants people to Decide speecnes
.
Walter D. Bitts, Memphis, Tenn.
..
t mav. the trees are standine
t
that
thev
- the
fonts
- hefnpe
i
verify
au-as aid unaries a. opies
M. A. Stanton, City.
Another line item of digression is piauaea
is
which
of
near
town
the
of
Manzano,
their
the
the
story
prestige
gecundi'no Romero aiso of Las Vegas, give
. ,
the injection of popular nomination
Jack Garrett, City.
name and hackiner ' Sometimes a ner- - the 'Spanish word for apple, and in
n,,i
for senator. A strict party man like
Douglas Walker, City.
indlcatiorl fectly honest but impulsive man ut- - the vicinity of the old ruins of Cuathere .g
1.1
Gerson Gusdorf and wife, Taos.
uuiova
in the neat ot pas- ra, ado ana urana wmvira. abq h
ia,m wl uvU
&g weU as the coun. ters statements
novation. Whether from reasons of
Alexander Read, Tierra Amarilla.
be admitted that the apples
county will g0 strongly Republi- - sion which he can not substantiate must will
H. I, Stephens, City.
be exhibited from these
principle or expedience, his conSr
wen as the county Yet these statements go forth among that
as
state
the
for
cience alone knows. In this connecJ. D. Walker, City.
never overtakes trees at the Denver show will be a
is as fol- - the people and-trunominated
ticket.
tion, should the people want such as
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
them sufficiently to repair all the dam- - classy display.
W. A. Johnson, City.
has it that the origlnalset-.
say.
A. F. Witzel, Denver.
uers were driven oui oi me coaniry
Ro"5
Pedro
Duwniff
Jose
assessor,
lard Tribune.
will lead a good rr knied by the Comanche I.odi.-.nC. E. Bruchdel, Denver.
mero- county commissioners, William to which prejudice
was that of Md other tribes of savages that, in- who
an
L. Charmers, St. Louis.
balance
lacks
E Chapman, Gilbert Crespin, J.P.San.
San Juan County Republicans.
E. Jellwick, Philadelphia.
"
"
'
leBlt;u lual BWUuu. wuu We m- 1"
superintendent of county the state
The Republicans of San Juan coun-- i doval;
who declared from his Pul" icans
Dr. N. W. Gundrum, Denver.
the country about
and
treasurer
oalleima.
lU that a distinguished citizen, when one hundred years ago they found
C. B. Conner, St. Louis.
ty have put the following ticket in
ramno
tor
Sanche
a candidate for the highest office tUi trees still standing and bearing
the field: Representative, W. H. Cris- S. A. Walters, Chama.
T
.
, l
.witnin the gift or the people oi Fenn- - fruit and they named the town Man- man; clerk, Jonn uranam; proDate
Palmer; treasurer, i"'""11
judge, William
syivama, nad been seen under cir-- zano So tne fact is undisputed that
Montezuma.
t t
discreditable to him- - the tree8 are at least more than one
cumstances
William
assessor, Willet
O'Neill;
very
Charles Atchison, Denver.
.
is attained with- worthy
Nothing
Al
did
,f
th perSon from hundred years old
commissioners,
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Shanklin and Kinsell, City.
..j
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r,nt effort. .
A. H. Masters, Simon Martinez;
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Fred W. Harrison, Los Angeles.
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W. J. Stehle, Oklahoma City.
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life.
of
one's
Any
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to
been
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surveyor,.of
schools,
it;
Myron
verify
Field;
nno
Fred W. Drake, Hodges.
,nrill.
Gilbert Wilherte; county chairman,
antagonizing the candidacy
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J. M. Lee, Trinidad.
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not
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W. j. Cogdell, City.
j
.
is unsigutiy, uui wuu puusucu ujr
lihel hut consented to
George Brulngton and George Deak.
W. H. Brown, City.
If such a couple can he
friction becomes the most beautiful ns
R. A. Bird, El Paso.
xSTSSSST
and valuable gem. and gives to It
To the Public.
C. M. Gains, Denver.
nntlnns.l ral value- Upon a subsequent occasion the min- W. H. Bogalsky, San Francisco.
" .
Hon. H. O. Bursum Is our choice ,Bter
oi
made a nublic confession of '"'ul"u
for the Republican nomination
.
.
L. Lewgowitz, Denver.
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P. W. Soainer, Peoria. 111.
because
state
for
statements
friends
givverified the malicious
convention;
Republican
hnil'dine
la Fe, I wish to thank my
nl th
The
Mr. and Mrs. Geistlich, Zurich,
the honor that in this manner tluy he is a statesman, a man of varied en out with all the weight of his WUS
"iTw.it
D h Jl
wed.
111 va J5l v,
,t
"
Switzerland.
have bestowed upon me, and at thi expriences, a man who is within Eacred calling behind it, he acknowwill he nre- nnd
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Brown, Louis- same
T
time to say to them that I win- - himself a decided success and is be ;Pdged that a gentleman who had
frnm
the trees
the
ville.
V
draw from the race and do not de- - yond the question capable of cred-- ' Eever harmed him, and whose only
m
to
neonie
Thomas A. Johnson, East Las Vegas.
The
chair.
the
offense was that he had accepted the
judicial
ll
tire the office, because I have he.d- ilably filling
nf Fden
uaruea
8I00a
ln
16
his
in
Coronado.
v.onow
thrown
obstacles
being
nomination of a great party for a
from reliable source that certain
Manuel Sanchez, Socorro.
It must have been
liticians who aspire to the hignett way will be easily surmounted by very high office.
C. S. Lucero and daughter, San RaoUces, have in view the p'.au of him and it will no doubt serve to a very humiliating performance and Two Suits for Divorce at Las Vegas,
and his melancholy experience should
fael.
'throwing me over in the coareniion stand him out more prominent
J. F. Bowley, Abiquiu.
Jose Olguin has filed suit in the dis- hnt :'r.pv will have no oDnortuai.v to duly polished and with a good round teach other men who are disposed to
M. Runiz, City.
do so, because I leave them thi Held majority on November 7th, and all gjve free rein to their tempers and trict court at Las Vegas against Sentrue Renublicans should stand to the nreindines tn exercise some caution, cion Mazan de Olguin. his wife. He
Respectfully,
ticket as elected and prove thereby The custom of circulating evil reports alleges that the woman has refused
CANUTO ALARID.
that New Mexico is, as is generally about others is deeply ingrained in to join him since he came to Las
supposed Republican i politics. Our cne sort of human nature and everj Vegas some time ago from Valencia
R. H. Case for the Legislature.
EDITORIAL
FLASHES
Olguin alleges the couple
The committee appointed by the 'HOBBY' is H. O. Bursum.
generation has had Its notorious ex-- ' county.
were married May 23, 1895 in Valen- convention
of this black art.
Republican.
toya
ponents
County Republican
He came to Las Vegas
One reason there is so much of cia county.
for the purpose ot waiting upon Ralph
Naughty, Naughty.
A Characteristic Declaration.
this whispered and outspoken slander last year. Mrs. Paula Ortega de Pa.
"We have been told that a man C Ely fo ascertain whether or not
Will Robinson. .. "The Tenderfoot" is the disposition of the average man dilla has filed suit for divorce from
who squeezes a dollar never squeezes he would accept the Republican nomi
Mr. Republican nominee for the legisla-- to listen with a certain degree
saw
of her husband, Pilar Padilla. She bases
the
for
nation
subhis wife.
over
our
legislature,
Looking
- her grounds for divorce upon the fact
some
a
multitude
are
There
Register-Tribunmakes
persatisfaction.
his
who
in
bedeclined,
having
ture,
Ely,
scription books, we are led to
lieve that some awful good women of other duties which demanded his the following announcement:
(sons to whom the professional slan- -- mat rauuia was senienceu two years
in taking this means of asking for derer never repeats his shady narra- ago to serve a term in the state
in and around Las Cruces are not re attention and making it practically
Mrs.
race,
others after the tentiary for statutory crime.
the
make
him
to
for
votes of the people of Chaves tives concerning
the
the
attention
deserve."
they
ceiving
If only men and Padilla asks the custody of her five
The committee have prevailed upon ' ccunty for my candidacy for the first experirrent.
Rio Grande Republican.
R. H. Case to take the nomination. lower house of the State Legislature, women were to walk in the footsteps children.
Mr. Case is a young man who hasj
Pays in Both Kind of Papers.
The American Press Association been for two years in the Mimbres,
recently canvassed 400 principal de valley and has developed a good farm
He is also director
partment stores in different parts of in that vicinity.
His
the country to find out whether they of the chamber of commerce.
preferred to advertise in morning or opponent on the Democratic ticket is
afternoon papers. All but eight re S. J. Smith.
plied, and out of the 392 replies re.,'
McDonald Was Second Choice.
ceived, 302 preferred the afternoon
Democratic
Marron
N.
the
Owen
is
papers, and only 26 preferred the
morning papers; 64 were noncommit- nominee for state treasurer of New
He could have been the
tal.
There is no question that the Mexico.
W. C, Mc
afternoon paper reaches inside the nominee for governor.
hemes of the people and holds the Donald who was finally named for
attention of every member of the governor, wanted Marron to take his
family as no morning paper does. place on the ticket in New Mexico's
Results are the final test. El Paso first campaign. Marron gave as his
chief reason for declining the fact
Herald.
Cottolene
that a little Miss . Marron now 5
her
Lengthens
weeks
not
could
daddy
Too Tony to Wash Dishes.
old,
spare
makes light, flaky biscuit
of the girls attending from home. He realized that the five
Seventy-fivYour
almost melt
the high school at Roswell, have peti- weeks until election day would mean
mouth.
your
Shortens,
tioned Superintendent M. H. Brasher day and night speechmaking and cam
contains
to be relieved from attendance at the paigning and that he seldom could be
greasy, incugestible hog
Your
domestic science course. The peti near the little miss. Marron is about
Cottolene
is made
choice vegetafat.
Food
tion stated that dishwashing is de 42 years old and has been practicing
grading to a woman and not con law in Albuquerque for several years.
ble
and
is
most healthful
odds
oil,
by long
ducive to a higher mentality,
that A, one time he was a county judge.
work at home and do not care to
Rocky Mountain News.
frying
shortening.
learn to cook.
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The heart is a wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rate of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, thst our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smoothly without Oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that whei. the stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This be called

j

THE

13,

The Human Heart

POLIIHK

i ain sure the Republican ticket will
County Conventions.
The Democratic county convention be elected." El Paso Herald.
for Santa Fe county meets tomorrow.
Precinct 3.
The Bernalillo county Republican
In precinct No. 3, Francisco Delga-dconvention meets on Thursday of
next week.
presided as chairman and John
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NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct. M4,19I1

CURTIS
'

AVIATION

MEET

Birdmen " of International Repute will thiill the crowd
for three days, October II, 12 and 13

$1, 000

"BULL" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS

to be raced " Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
13.
This stake was given by the
BLACK-WELL-

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

HORSE RACES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTil, President.

J3HN BjMcM4N'JS,

Secretary-Manage-

r

Light as a feather
BISCUIT

e

It

AUTO

CO.

Carrying the O. B. nail and pat
engers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roiwell, N. M., connecting with tha
EI Paw A Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads and the Atchison, To
peka ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar
rive in Roswell at ?:00 p, tn.
Leaves Roswell at 12: SO a. m ar
rive in Vaughn at 6: jC p. m.
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No Question

M, N

100 lbs.
to
Baggage allowance
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at. the rate of $5.00
per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind

READ for PROFIT
Use for Results

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
ot trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs and their beneficial effect is felt from
the
Special rates are given for excur start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
slons, for eight or more passengers.
CONGESTION
of the KIDNEYS, IN
For further information,
write the
FLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, FT. M.
annoyingURIN ARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise permanent benefit.
Tonic in action - quick in RESULTS
For sale by all druggists.

J. W STOCKARD,

r
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from
the

fat for

R0SWLL

in

that

About It.

The Republican party in New
Is going to carry the state with
out a question.
This Is Governor
William J. Mill's estimate of the
situation politically at the present
time.
Governor Mills is here from
Santa Fe to attend the opening of
the New Mexico State Fair.
"It looks all Republican," he said,
"This is a Republican state just as it
was a Republican territory; nothing
has happened to change it. There is
a question about Bernalillo county,
but I won't say that this county is
going Democratic; it Is Just a close
race here, that Is all. The southern
counties will give a good account ot
themselves, especially Dona Ana, and

or

Cottolene may cost a little more - per pound than

lard, but it goes
more.

one-thir-
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farther and is therefore worth

Made only by THE N. K. FAlRBANK COMPANY
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cusoros by experienced
and honest .
Americans recommended by this Gov-- !
Anyone "Interested hi tuo cure of Conernment; revolutions have been pre- sumption Hiloulil net one of the It Mtklft
of recoveries by the use of
telliitK
vented because no professional revo
Continued from Pace One.
Alterative.
lutionist believed it possible to oust j Couch. Stubborn Col. Is anil Pneulie the beiunin
of more
monia
forces, nom the custom houses men who seriollft may
lecruited, and
troubles Ktrkluati's Alterative is
but out of internecine strife. They were there by direction and under the effective remedy. Ue;nl Mr. Kaualy's
Saratoga, N. Y.
grow out of the rebellion or revolu- the protection of the United States. stjitemont:
For five or six years I
"Gentlemen:
was
troubled with cou;:li and ex;e-tortion of part of a people against the Peace has prevailed; capital has enI also bad a hiub fever.
My asi
constituted authority of the other tered after peace; enterprise has fol- tiou.
was declared Consumption by my 'physiI was Kiveu Cod Liver Oil, Creasot
part. They proceed from the lack of lowed, and prosperity is the result. cian.
and other medicines, all without InMierit.
stability of government and cupidity We have spent hundreds of thousands
"At Christmas time. 1'.m;i;. f was not
fleets
expected to live. Callins; lr. tt. II. Me
and the ambition of partisan leaders of dollars each year in sending
he advised the us;1 of Kekinan'K
t'nrthy.
There are coun- of gunboats to protect American and Alterative, which I took Willi excellent reamong the people.
and was entirely cured.
tries where the occupation of a revo- foreign property in Santo Domingo sults
the past year I have uapled
lutionist has become a profession and Haiti against injury from revo- 15 "Uuriiis
lbs. I iio out in all weathers and
have had no coujih or cobl whatever
and the unhappy common people of lutions.
Now that source of expense
give these facts to encourage others t:
such a country
have no time for has been reduced to a minimum. Our use Kckutah's Alterative."
Atlidaviti J AS. W. KAXAI.Y.
peaceful pursuits, and perforce are lesponsibility, so far as armed interKckmau"s Alteraiive is elTective i:i limn
cMven into guerilla warfare for mere ference is concerned, has practically chltis. Asthma. Hay Fever: Throat ami
1h
l.iin Troubles, and in uplmildltie,
Starvation succeeds disappeared.
system. Itoes not contain poisi us. opiates
in
as
booklet
countries
The lesson of Santo Domingo has or
dnius. Ask for
plenty
productive as
cured cases and write to
any in the world. The institutions of suggested a similar solution of the of
Laboratory, Philadelphia, l'a , for more evl
civil liberty, if they ever were inau- difficulties of Honduras,
Nicaragua, deuce. For sale by all leading druggists an
con- - and some of the other countries in by Zook's Pharmacy
in Santa Fe
gurated under a
stitution cease to exist, revolutions Central America.
There have been,
follow each other in rapid succession, as I say, seven revolutions in 15 years whether it be fair to the Government
the finances of the government are in ir Honduras.
The rate of interest
Her debt, the principal of Honduras.
hopeless confusion, and it is a stretch cf which was originally $26,000,000 in for the bonds is 5 per cent, and the
cf the imagination to call what little bonds, has increased by accrued in- - price at which they are to be sold is
authority remains a government at terest to $124,000,000 and her military 88, This is not a s high as the Domi-allSuch has been the fate of some expenditures each year are $600,000. nican bonds sold under the contract,
cf the Central American Republics. The government has no money with because when that contract was made
been actually
Lying between Mexico on the north which to make improvements, to build the experiment had
and the Isthmus of Panama, on the reads, to do any of the things neces- - made and there were several millions
south, they have had the benefit of sary to progress and civilization. Her cf dollars on deposit In the bank in
all the weath that nature with a people are poor and on the verge of New York awaiting distribution in
The fear of
generous hand can bestow, and if only starvation in a land that ought to be liquidation of the debt
peace could be secured for one or two blossoming with prosperity, and she action by. the United States, when it
decades, prosperity would ensue. It Pas turned to us as a philanthropic has a right to act under such a treaty
has been exceedingly difficult, how- - guardian of the small countries of as this, will reduce the necessity for
ever, to preserve peace, because un- - our continent to assist In the adjust- - sending the gunboats we have
and ambitious adventurers ntent of her foreign debt, to improve tofore had to send every time there
leading a revolution in one country the collection of her taxes in a word, was a disturbance in Central Ameri-excit- e
disturbances in another. Hon- - to follow the course taken in Santo can country.
Honduras, stretching
duras and Nicaragua are now the two Domingo.
The treaty we have con- - from one side of the Isthmus to the
countries most exposed to these in- eluded with Honduras provides that 'other, has been a common camping
!we will help her to secure a financial ground for the revolutionist of the
ternal dissentions.
In Honduras there has been seven agent in our country who shall settle Central American Republics.
If we
revolutions in 15 years. Its territory the existing debt on .a just basis, for 'can by such a simple arrangement as
reaches from ocean to ocean, and its everyone admits the
fraudulent this, and by the assumption of such a
neutrality .is rarely preserved when character of part of the debt and Its light responsibility as I have describ-itneighbors are at war. These con- - inequity, because so little of it really ,ed, put Honduras on her feet, so far
ditions necessitate the keeping up, at mured to the benefit of the country, as her debts are concerned, and can
great expense, of Its army. General
By the treaty the Government of give her a breathing space in which
arbitration treaties can have little in- - Honduras undertakes to make a con- - to develop the wealth which nature has
fiuence over countries subject to tract providing for the refunding of lavished upon her, we can be certain
The shifting of its present internal and external debt of promoting peace and thrift in a part
these conditions.
government from one group to another for the adjustment and settlement of of the world where peace and due
weaken greatly the practical claims liquidated and
unliquidated, cess of law are now unknown. .
binding force of such treaties, and and for the purpose of placing its
Nicaragua is a country lying adja- the unsettled condition of the popula- - finances upon a sound and stable cent to Honduras, and its circumstan- uon manes it necessary tnat a more basis.
Both Governments agree to ceg have been similar to those of Hon
enective metnoa to secure tranquility take due note of all the provisions of duras.
The treaty with Nlacargua
and quiet must be found, and thereby the contract when made, and to con- -' i8 practically the same as that with
the forces among these people making fer In case of difficulties, with a view Honduras.
The approval of these
for civilization and progress must be to the faithful execution of the
treaties and a successful admlnis- given run opportunity to achieve tneir tract, in order that the benflts to tration of the loan contracts will lead
beneficent ends.
Honduras and the security of the loan'tn adjustments of the national debts
uur experience witn santo uomingo, may be secured.
0f the other Central American Repubonce a volcano of revolution constant-By Article II it is argeed that the ijC9 on a basis much more favorable
ly in eruption, suggests a possible loan shall be secured upon the cus-- , to them and with even less responsi
ana practicaDie metnoa or meeting toms of Honduras, and the Govern- - tlllty on the part of the United
the same difficulties that are presen- - ment of that country agrees not to states.
tea to tnese central American Ke- - alter its Import or export duties dur- gan Salvador is one of the Central
A study of the revolutions ing the existence of the without con-- ! American
publics.
Republics that has had less
snows tnat tneir nrst ODject is tne sulfation and agreement with the revolution and disturbance than any,
seizure oi custom nouses tnrougn Government of tne united States. an(j its credit has, therefore, been
wnicn import taxes are conectea. Tne 3y Article III a full and detailed better.
The minute, however, that
custom houses are the only source statement of the operations under the Honduras treaty was made and the
of revenue at such times, and pro- - contract is to be submitted by the ioan affected,
subject to ratification
vide the sinews of war for the pro- - fiscal agent to the Department of by the Senate, the minister of that
fessional revolutionist.
these
With
State of the United States and to the country advised Mr. Knox that the
as a basis of operation he moves into minister of finance of Honduras at prospect of putting Honduras on a
the country and ultimately and for the expiration of each 12 months, and sound and peaceful basis had enabled
the time being secures control of at such other times as may be re- - bis country to reduce its army, thus
the whole Republic.
By a very for- - quested.
By Article IV and this is lessening the cost of its government
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proceeds upon premises that are eal-- ! tries which have an equal ripht to
culated to engender discussion andjlcok to us for aid and protection?
Jelly Roll Recipe
dispute.
Opponents of the argument! m tne promotion oi mis numane
Only Two F.$s Required
say that no country has the right to policy the administration has done its'
I tie treaties witn
Honduras By Mrs. Janet Mch'enzie Hill, Editor of
se forcible measures to collect the art.
llie Loston Cooking School Magazine
debts contracted with its citizens by ond Nicaragua have been negotiated
a foreign government, and that the and contracts for loans under their
This Jelly Roll is fist becoming very
FOR SALE Good tent, cheap. Apposition of our Government ought to provisions have been tentatively ap- Bopular on account of the way it keeps ply New Mexican.
fresh.
With
it
rIk.lWI
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been
handling
proper
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have
take is, not to secure payment of the proved.
fresh a whole week, providing it
debt, but merely to say, "You cannot the Senate and are pending there. keep
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eaten
FOR RENT 5ix momed orick cot
is for the Senate to decide whether jsn't bit asup
take forcible measures for this pur
33
every
good as it looks.
tage. Bath, rante. light. O. C. Wat.
pose, because it is in violation of the this, the most effective step in the proson & Co.
Monroe doctrine," and that this is far motion of peace on this continent,
shall be taken; whether the finances
enough for the United States to go.
WANTED By family of three, 2 or
Further, it is vigorously denied that of these Republics shall be put on a
3 furnished rooms for
the Monroe doctrine requires the sound and stable basis, their citizens
light houseUnited States to intervene in debt relieved of the discouraging burden
keeping, close in. Address this ofilce.
collecting expeditions because they of a debt largely fictitious and greatly
to their revenues
ao not contemplate the destruction of disproportionate
WANTED Pay or board at start to
the Government whose property is and the portals of prosperity thrown
learn trades. Automobiles, ElectriciK C Jelly Boll
seized, but only the forcible collection open to them. Until approved by the
ty, Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
of the debts.
Mr. John Bassett Moore upper House of Congress the treaties
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work on jobs. Only few months remust
remain
C
wholly inoperative.
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points out that such expeditions in
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1
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1
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Beat
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of
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the approval
says that doctrine is limited solely makes mandatory
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TYPEWH'TERS.
to an invasion of the territory of the these treaties, you will hope and urge lemon rind, then the flour, sifted three
times
with
and
salt
the
bakinj, powder; Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Government in this hemisphere with is earnestly as I that the Senate, in
platens furnished. Ribbons and suplastly, the milk. Hake in a butthe purpose of changing the form of it? wisdom, will give them its prompt and,
tered dripping pan; turn out on a damp plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
is
not
do
care
I
what
government.
and emphatic approval.
cloth, trim off the crisp edKes; spread and rented. Standard makes hand'ed.
in
the Munroe
with jelly ami turn over and over into All
technically included
repair work and typewritea guara roll while still warm. Dredge the top
doctrine.
Those who look at our posi- JOHNSON IS NOW
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exwith
tion in this hemisphere must recogpowdered
sugar.
TRAVELING INCOGNITO.
Phone 231.
change.
nize that in the brotherhood of the
Hot milk used in the jelly roll en21 Republics
which constitute what
ables it to be rolled without danger of
AGENTS WANTED First-clas- s
fof
William E. Johnson, who was yesis called the "Pan American Union,"
cracking. Have the milk scalding hot, this and
libel
a civil
in
for
sued
Riirrounding counties, for the
$50,000
be
also
to
careful
have
the
and
terday
the United States is the most poweregRS
came to this city sugar beaten together until very light "NEW STANDARD 1910 Census ATful, the leading country, and all must action in Santa Fe,
and creamy. Bake in a moderate oven. LAS of the World." Agents making
and is said to have regislast
night
of
influence
the
that
through
hope
asBest ot
K C Jelly Roll is illustrated on page $40.00 to IC0.00 per week.
the United States and the other coun- tered at a local hotel under an
this
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was
He
of the new and handsomely terms. Also Agents for
thirty-twrecognized
name.
sumed
war
tries at peace, those Republics at
and illustrated
K C Cook's Hook, easy selling JUVENILE
and HOLImay be brought to a state of peace. morning in the office of the hotel
which may be secured free by sending DAY Hooks. Combination Outfit postWe have progressed beyond the time admitted he was Johnson but gave the certificate
packed in every
paid only 20c. 50 per cent commission
in civilization when we can stand up no explanation of his action. Mr. Johncan of K C Baking Powder to the to
agents. Full particulars free. Adand say of our neighbors that we son recently resigned from the Inuian Jaques Mpg. Co., Chicago, 111.
dress A. B. KUHLMAN, Publisher, 136
have no interest whether they are at service at Santa Fe, and has been
West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
We are neighbors made by C. J. Crandall the defendant
peace or at war.
Historical Reminiscence.
of the Central American Republics. in a criminal libel action on the same
In speaking of the life of President
We have always felt it incumbent grounds as those ofrerd in the civil Lincoln today C. F. McKay, recalled
awaitnow
us
out
is
He
to
of
them
their action of yesterday.
upon
help
that B. M. St. Vrain, well known in
difficulties and to Intervene and pre- ing the action of the grand jury in the New Mexico pioneer history, was an
vent them from cutting each other's criminal action, and has accepted ser- associate of Lincoln in the logging
MASONIC.
Our enormous Interest in vice in the civil action. Mr. Johnson business in Illinois, and that both
throats.
Montezuma
Lodge
Panama only accentuates the neces- declined today to make any statemenl would often drive a mule team and
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
our
of
care
that those for publication. Albuquerque Herald lunch together by the way6ide.
sity
taking
Regular communis
countries so near the Isthmus shall)
cation first Monday
not be the scene of warfare which
of each month at
might threaten the usefulness of the
Masonic - Hall
at
canal.
For many years it has been
7.30.
our function to intervene here to proH. H. DORMAN,
tect foreign property, and to use our
Master
good offices, to bring about peace.
CHAS. E. UNSET. Secretary.
This is the one spot in the civilized
world today where there is more
Santa Fe Chapter No.
danger pf constant war than any
Dave Lewis, the comedian starred in of the best roles of his long and
1, R. A. M.
Regular
'
other. We are so situated with re
convocation second
T.i
tn vmir wif. under the cessful career. He is seen as a henference to these five Republics that
husband who gets into trouble
Monday of each month
we are certain to get a large part of management of Rowland and Clifford, pecked
at Masonic Hall at
while his wife is away, bit who eventtranwhich
and
the trade
the
peace
which will be offered at the Elks The- ually turns the table on his suffra7:30 p. m.
enquil development must greatly
JOHN H. WALKER.
on Thursday, Octoter 19, began gette spouse. Mr. Lewis is supported
ater
Whether we take formal
large.
H. P.
his stage career in "The Dangers of by a splendid company of expert farto
to
a
Interveno
us
give
steps
right
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
in
or not, we shall have thrust upon a Great City," with Dore Davidsonnext ceurs, and also with the same stage
mounting that featured this play durus in almost every quarter the neces the role of an Irish comedian. He
and
for
a
vaudeville
Santa Fe Commander)
time,
went
into
ing the long run at the Whitney Opera
sity of intervening. Is it not better
he House In Chicago.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
that we should step in with due au- then joined Al Fields with whom two
conclave fourth Mon- of the Circus.
remained for seven years. These
Polly
and
and
with
directness
act
thority
and
An instance of the endeavors the
day in each month at
I romptness to suppress war than that became the best known talking
Masonic Hall at 7: SO
we should allow it to go on because singing comedians of the variety management of the Elks Theater is
P. m.
we lack authority, to interfere; and stage. Wrhen "The Telephone Girl" making to secure the very highest
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
then, at the extremity, be called in to was produced, Mr. Lewis was sent class of contemporary attractions for
use force to prevent violation of the on tour and for two years was local theatergoers, Is found in the an- - W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
rights of foreign nations which al seen as tne very laugname cen- nouncemem mat contracts nave oeen
Santa Fe ixdge et
ways occur at a certain point in a tral figure in that amusing musical signed for the presentation here on
Peifection No. 1, 14th
I do not care to discuss comedy.
Later Mr. Lewis was the Tuesday, Oct. 24th of Frederic Thomp- revolution?
tttnate arrangement, under an order the important arttcle "The Govern- - aDa- increasing Its ability to meet its the exact boundary lines of the Mon
degree. Ancient and Acof President Roosevelt, with the con- - ment of Honduras so long as the loan financial
roe doctrine.
It was announced in
cepted Scottish Rite of
obligations,
sent of Santo Domingo, and under an exists will appoint from a list of
Free Masonry meets on
There is a very decided objection a message of President Munroe, and
the third Monday of each month
arrangement with the bondholders of names to be presented to It by the n the Senate to the approval of these was really directed against the then
that then failing and unfortunate fiscal agent of the loan, and approved treaties. I doubt if I can fairly state existing Holy Alliance which it was
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening la
country, Americans were placed in Ly the President of the United States these objections.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
This is due, per feared was proposed to assist Spain
control of the custom houses and took of America, a collector general of cus- haps, to the depth of my conviction in the subjugation of her lost colonies
Visiting Pcotlsh Rite Masons are corcharge of the collection of revenues, toms, who shall administer the cus- - that 'the treaties ought to be ratified in this hemisphere.
They had be
dially invited to attend.
The arrangement was like a receiver- - toms in accordance with the contract iipral,sp thev are of the utmost im- - come republics and their indepen
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
of
for
a
the
will
deposit
ship, providing
give this portance to the promotion of peace dence had been recognized
securing said loan, and
by the
Venerable Master.
collected
certain amount of the funds
official full protection In the exercise on is hemisphere, in a region where United States.
There was a referHENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
in a New York City bank, to be ap- of his functions.
The Government there has been no peace. The general ence In the same message to the ob
Secretary.
plied to the payment of the national of the United States will in turn af-- ' argument seems to be that we ought jection which this country had to
re-been
down
scaled
after
had
ford
such
at
find
it
it may
debt,
protection
cot to involve ourselves in entangling colonization on this continent by Eu
B. P. O. E.
i
to a reasonable figure, with as much quisite." .
alliances with Republics in this hemis- - ropean countries, but it seems clear
Santa Fe Lodge No.
as possible of the fraud, waste, and
A contract for the loan has been:phere, or to
a
seems
to
referred
the
settlement
what
in
that
that
engage
460, B. P. O. E. holds
The United made between the government of met banking arrangement for the by Russian colonists
injustice squeezed out.
of territory
Its regular session on
States undertook to defend the cus-- ' Honduras and four of our prominent promotion of a banking contract. It NINE
the second and fourth
torn house against seizure by rebeV banking firms Pierepont Morgan &'jg
s
objected that this is "dollar diplo-liou- claimed by the United States, and
of each
Wednesday
Santo Dominicans, and the fact Co., Kuhn, Loeb & Co., the National macy," and that we ought to have that it was not the declaration of a
month. Visiting broththat this government acted as guard- City Bank, and the First National none of it. Give a dog a bad name general principle that mere colonlza
ers are lnviteu and
clan not of the people, not of the Bank of New York and the Guaranty ana yon know what follows.
To tion which did not involve the over
welcome.
country, but only of the custom . Trust Co. of New York has agreed to cajj a particular piece of statecraft turning of established government In
CARL A. BISHOP.
houses was quite sufficient to make act as fiscal agent of the loan. Under ' aonar diplomacy" is to invoke the this country was objected to by the
J. D. SENA.
Exalted Ruler.
this receivership arrangement a com-- this arrangement the old debt of the condemnation of muck raking journals United States.
The Monroe doctrine
Secretary.
piete success.
Subsequently a treaty Republic, of about $26,000,000, is to be ' whose chief capital is the use of has been interpreted to be the policy
with Santo Domingo embodying these redeemed by the issue of bonds to
The of the United States in conserving the
of a lurid character.
features were ratified by the Senate, the amount of $,4,500,000. The whole phrases
united States did not enter into this interests of all American Republics
and has now been nearly five years loan is to be $10,000,000, and is to treaty for the promotion of its own vhere they are liable to possible in
in successful operation.
The reve- - cover this payment of bonds. About
business or that of any of its jury from without.
It has been innnes have been divided, some 40 to 45 $2,500,000 is to be used for internal banking
was thought advisable voked to justify our great and some
citizens.
It
The only obligation 10 favor a contract with American times active interest in the settlement
per cent applied toward the extinc- - improvements.
tion of the national debt of Santo Do- - the United States assumes is to ex--J bankers rather than with foreign of controversies between the coun
Independent Order of Beavers.
mingo, and the remainder of 55 per ercise Its Judgment in recommending bankers, because such a contract tries of this hemisphere and the
Sani& Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
cent constitute a revenue for the coun- - collectors of customs, and it reserves WOuld tend to keep trade with Ameri-tr- countries of Europe,
and also the
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
greater than it ever had before the right to protect such collectors. (,a rather than divert it to European settlement of all controversies be
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothex-in its history.
of
loan
been
contract
has
,The
markets I mean the trade of these tween the nations of this hemisphere
ers are always welcome.
The Santo Dominicans have been r.mlned by the state department and rnnnrrips
As it is now a laree nart The declarations of Mr. Olney at the
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
well served in the collections of their by experts employed byt it to see ot the Honduras
trade, both export time of the Venezuelan difficulty were
President
and import, is with the Gulf ports of emphatic some people thought ex
C. J. NEIS,
and
Peace
pros- treme
the United States.
in reference to the respon
Secretary.
perity will largely increase this trade, sibillty which the United States there
and with an American loan and our by assumed for the entire hemisphere,
F. W. FARMER
protection of the contract we are sure and the rights asserted in the exer
Homestead No.
to retain this trade, which will in- cise of that responsibility.
Certainly
2879.
to
some
of
extreme
view
its going
crease, Instead
it does not involve any
Brotherhood
of
This is the correct of our friendly relations to these Reother country.
American Yeomen
object and purpose of diplomatic ne- publics to stand sponsor for and co
Meets
Second,
Trade is not the chief operate with them in securing such
gotiation.
and Fourth Thuri
purpose of this contract, for, as 1 loans as are necessary to enable
have already explained, it is to pro- - them to pay their debts and to enter
days, Fireman'e
It may be that caffeine the drug in tea and
Hall. H. Poremap.
mote peace in this part of the world, into a new era of development and
cof fe- e- has upset a naturally cheerful disposition.
C. G. Richie, Cor.
DAVE LEWIS
a part of the world so near the Pana- prosperity.
We do not guarantee
ma Canal as to give us an additional the payment of the loans; we simply In the Hilarious Song Farce "Don't Li e to Your Wife" at the Elks Thursday
Sec. Mrs. D&ltt
'
Better tell the victim how to make a steam
Fanner.
geographical reason for desiring to accept the responsibility of selecting
Night.
eliminate revolution and warfare. As the class of persons to be appointed
ing hot cup of
8 .matter of fact, it will reduce our receivers of taxes, and we undertake
Santa Fe Camp
naval expenditures by diminishing to protect those receivers in the dis- principal comedian with Marie Dress- son's great American play "Polly of
13514, M. W. A.
the number of gunboats we have to charge of their duties.
It happens ier in several Broadway attractions the Circus" with Miss Ida St. Leon in
neeti second Tuesmaintain in this region. An examina that this attitude, without further ac and then went to Europe for George the title role which has firmly estabday each month, so
tion of our expenditure on this ac- tion on our part, enables those coun W. Lederer inJ'The Belle of Bohemia." lished Itself as the really worthy thecial meeting tLlri
count during the last five years will tries to make loans on reasonable Returning to America he toured again atrical success of the present generaat Elks
Tuesday
show that this Is considerable.
terms.
Now, gentlemen, is it not a in "The Telephone girl."
tion. In addition to disclosing one ot
Hall. Vlstins neigh
Another argument ' against the good neighborly actios for us to at
When the LaSalle
Theater was the prettiest romances of recent years bors welcome.
It has a delictous flavour similar to that of
treaty grows out of the continued dis- low ourselves to become Involved to opened in Chicago Mr. Lewis was en- seen on the stage, "Polly of the Cir
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
cussion of what the Monroe doctrine tMs slight extent in order to help gaged as
comedian and re- cus" is famous for two of the most CHaS. A. RISING, Clerk.
principal
mild, high-grad- e
Java, but with none of the injur
iff"
of
been
favor
said
means.
It has
these struggling sister- Republics? Is mained there to create several Import- amazingly realistic scenic reproduc
such treaties as this that by virtue it not prudent to put those who are ant roles and soon became the
ious effect of tea and coffee-noth- ing
rage tions In history its elaborate picture
but the rich
Santa Fe Camp No.
of the Monroe doctrine all these coun certain to be our good customers in of
Chicago. In "The Royal Chef" his of a circus performance, and the de6673, R. N. A. meets
tries are more or less under our a condition where they can Increase success
fcod element which build and sustain the nerve
was so pronounced that the parture of the red wagon caravan aftfourth Tuesday of
guardianship; that we have guaran their business and increase our trade Messrs. Shubert engaged him to tour er the night show,
wanetting a high
each month: socentres.
teed, in a sense, their Integrity against Is there not an obligation higher, than in the
..with much ter mark in stage illusions. The fact
cial meeting third
Irvasion by European countries; and any of these to prevent the recur success piece, and he metmusical
come- that "Polly of the Circus" combines
in this spright
A 10 days' trial of well-boileTuesday al Elks'
that it is, therefore,- - our duty, where rence of wars which have deluged
Postum haslet
Hall.
VisUInf
a European country acting for its with blood that beautiful part of the dy. He was next seen in his own mus- dramatic presentation with the specsunshine into many a life. It brightens you.
own citizens or subjects takes for world and have caused untold misery ical comedy "The Geezer of Geek." tacular features of a mammoth tent
neighbors welcome
After this he went Into vaudeville show makes it one of the most elabNETTIE VICKROY.
cible measures to collect their debts to thousands of God's creatures?
alone for a time, and then joined again orate attractions ever sent on tour,
On.cle,
from such Republics, to say: "You
Having taken this step into Santo with Al Fields
In a very successful re- and it will be seen here exactly as FLORENCE RISING,
jmust keep off and we will undertake Domingo and having shown how sucRecorder.
properly to adjust your claims." Now, cessful, the method is in suppressing turn to vaudeville. More recently he witnessed by thousands ot enthusiasit U this argument, it seems to me. war, in maintaining power, and in was seen In "Lower Berth 13" at the tic playgoers during its sensational
Postom Cereal Co, Ltd., Battle Crook, Mich.
si much as anythlnav that hu inuud securing prosperity, ought we not to Whitney Opera House in Chicago. In run of one entire year f t the Liberty If you want anything on earth try
a New Mexican waat af.
'opposition to the treaties, because it' extend the same assistance to coun his present vehicle, Mr. Lewis has one Theater, New York City. v
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TO YOU THE

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt. gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

" It's the Watch for You."
t

-a

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTE

f

QAILY

Phoebe and Ernest by
and A Weaver of Dreams

Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.
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Reed,
Body of Drowned Girl Recovered.
Registered Mail Taken at Mulberry
The body of Mary Lee Kasner, aged
Included Parcel With Ten
14, who was drowned in
Thousand Dollars.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.. 13 For
S
New Mexico Fair tonight and X rito near Tucumcari, several weeks
X ago, was yesterday recovered in the (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Saturday.
Canadian sixty miles from the place
Pittsburg, Kansas, Oct. 13. Robbers
talkPRICE AND QUALITY do
of accident.
who entered the postoffice at Mulberpocket-boo- k.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
you all ry, fifteen miles northeast of Pittsburg
Girl Wanted for Housework Wantwith several
shoe
the
is in a early today, escaped
know
that
Regal
405
at
housework
ed a girl for general
One
class by itself and second to&none. paekges of registered mail.
liast Palace avenue.
Why not get the real snappy up to package is said to have contained
Heating Stoves for Hard and Soft 'date
shoe that speaks for itself. See
being sent to the Sheridan Coal
Coal, or Wood and Coke at Goebels.
of Seligman brothers Company to pay its miners.
advertisement
hand
Milk and Cream always on
I5c lb
Rolled Rib Roasts,
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, company.
,
Girl Killed by Auto Modesta
188.
TAOS, COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
(No Bone.)
All
in9 years, was fatally
TICKET IS NAMED.
aged
Mr. Homebuyer, look up the adverPot Roasts, 10&12l-2- c lb
tisement of the Santa Fe Abstract, jured at Albuquerque yesterday by a
16 year old LesThe following is the Democratic
Realty and Insurance Agency. There touring car driven by
House
12
lie Schutt, son of M. L. Schutt.The ticket named in Taos county:
Whole Rump,
lb Steaks
is a new one on today.
Senate,
Attention Scouts A meeting of the girl died two hours later. She ' was a F.fjV. Drake; house, Antonio Joseph
&
5
Antonio
7c
of
Herrera.
lb
Scouts is called for this evening at daughter
and Porfirio Abreu; sheriff, Manuel
Boiling Beef,
seven o'clock to discuss and prepare
Trjjillo; county clerk, D. Martinez;
HOLM
BUKSUM
O.
a hike tomorrow, starting at 10 a. m.
county treasurer, Alfredo Trujillo; asIS AT MONTOYA.
FOR RENT Four room house fair
sessor, J. N. Esquibel; superintendent
No bath. Six
of schools, Richard Oagley;
ly well furnished.
county
Holm O. Bursum, Republican candi- 'r locks out. Price $12.00 if taken
commissioners, Donaciano Quintana,
acfor
New
date
of
Some nice corn-fe- d
Mexico,
governor
Pork. Fresh killed here.
F. A. Gallegos and J. N. Vigil probate
companied by his party, spent the judge, Leet Witt.
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Mgr.
20c
Roasts, . . . . 15c lb
Chops,
William Avery, forenoon speaking at various points
Side Pork,
. . . . 15c a Died of Typhoid.
Steaks, . . . . 15c lb
Tucumcari
and Montoya, C. A. LARRAZOLO
Mason and Elk died at between
prominent
Home Made Pork Sausage, 2 lbs 25c
15c Albuquerque of typhoid. He was 26 Quay county, this morning. This
Leaf Lard,
IS IN CIMARRON.
he addressed a meeting at
Octaviano A. Larrazolo, the well
years old and was married a yea.-agMontoya and then leaves for Santa known orator, is en route to CimarGreat sale of new stylish ladies, Rosa, county seat of Guadalupe, where ron, Colfax county, where he will
misses and children's suits, cloaks, he speaks tomorrow.
...
speak tonight.
etc. Next week. New stock just
caps
.
. . . 15c
Shoulder Chops,
Legs,
Ado.f Seligman Dry
being unpacked.
15c Goods Company.
Loin or Rib Chops,
3 for lbs 25c
Stew,
Santa Fe Beats Dawson At Albuquerque yesterday, Santa Fe's base-- !
ball team defeated Dawson by a
score of 10 to 7. El Paso forfeited
its game to Albuquerque.
Ov
Try a nice roast for
Something fine, home-dresse- d.
Fair Weather to Continue. At
'
your Sunday Dinner.
least, so predicts the weather bureau.
JAMES C. McCON VERY,
The maximum temperature yesterday
was sixty-sidegrees. The minimum
j
last night was forty-on- e
degrees.
Black 204.
Phone,
415 Palace Avenue.
A
Deed
deed
warranty
Warranty
was recorded today in the probate
. . 15c lb
lb
.
lb.
8c
20c
Chops,
Forequtrs,
clerk's office by Evaristo Lucero to
The best of the season. A nice quarter of this will weigh from Andy Stores and
wife for land in Pre-- ,
4 to 6 lbs., and the price is right.
cinct No. 4, consideration $150.
Did you sleep all last night? It was
,piobably on account of the bed. If
so look up the advertisement of the
Hens,
Spring Duck Spring Chix
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply com- WE KNOW
pany in today's issue. They have the
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED
remedy.
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thorKicked to Death by Horse. J. W.
Searle, aged 25 years, manager of
Fresh Oysters Shipped in Sealed Cans, 65c qt.
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot dupj the
Singer Sewing Machine Company
licate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
office at' Roswell, succumbed to a kick
125
Palace
a
four
from a horse. His wife and
Santa Fe,
i.
son
old
survive.
year
Avenue.
New Mexico
We retail more than any other dealer in town, consequently
Licenses Deputy Clerk
Marriage
WE BUY RIGHT
Alarid has issued the following mari
riage licenses: Hampton Wallace, 32,
and Ethel Huston, 26, both of
Agripina Martinez, 18, and Ra-- I
'
New Dill Pickles and Saur Kraut
in,
mon Naranjo, 22, both
of Santa
ROSES, Pink and White.
Cruz.
ASTERS, LONfrSTEAlMED SWEET PEAS.
2 lbs for 55c
55c Acquisitions for Public Library
lbs
-2
CACTUS DAHLIAS,
, The
following books were received
for the payshelf of the Pub- j today
Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.
lie Library: The Secret Garden, by
PHONE 92 Burnett; Comrades, by Thomas Dix- 1 At the . . . CLARENDON QARDENS . . . Phone 12 ' 1
PHONE 92
on, Jr.; Kennedy Square by F. Hopkin
son Smith; The Story Girl by Mont

PH0NE 82
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6 for 25c

'

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
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Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.
Highest Cash Price Paid for
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THOSE SPUDS

MRS. W, LINDHARDT,

10 lbs. for 25c;

-
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.
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Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

56 BLACK.
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Imported and Domestic Samples to select from, tj
Hill!
VMM
llOWvf
uihj iiic ucdL umi was cvci diiuwii 111 jauia
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!
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Our Sort of Tailoring is an

"Art" not an "Industry,"

Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely tail"
Looms
oredbeautifully trimmedyou'll be delighted with our tailoring; From the bes
we have the choicest produfiolfrfilSUITINGS, OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.

JO

Gwtfcoat s, $18.00 Up,
Copyright

WILL

i.jrt Schaffher

Ttfotiseffs,

& Marx

$4.50 Up,

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE1 COME AND SEE US.

YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

